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Hold this sign up as the
Tar Heels come out!

Go Eagles!!!
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IF YOU CAN'T KEEP YOUR BABY
YOU CAN KEEP YOUR BABY SAFE!
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NORTH CAROLINA
# Name
2 Marc Campbell
40 Mike Copeland
22 Wayne Ellington

4BobbyFrasor
1 Marcus Ginyard
13 Will Graves
14 Danny Green
50 Tyler Hansbrough
5 Ty Lawson
34 Greg Little
35 Patrick Moody
32 Alex Stepheson
15 JB Tanner
11 Quentin Thomas
21 Deon Thompson
24 Surry Wood

Ht.
5-11
6-7
6-4
6-3
G/F 6-5
6-6
F
F/G 6-6
C
6-9
G
5-11
G
6-4
6-4
F
6-9
F
G
6-0
G
6-3
6-8
F
6-5
F
G
6-2
Pos.
G
F
G
G

Wt. Yr.
165 So
235 Jr
200 So
208 Jr
218 Jr
245 Fr
210 Jr
250 Jr
195 So
210 Fr
195 Jr
235 So
185 Jr
290 Sr
240 So
210 Sr
190 Jr

Hansbrough 23.4
Ellington 16.8
Lawson 13.6
TOP 3 REBOUNDERS:
M
Hansbrough 10.5
r reen <- z~
Stepheson 5.2
PW ASSISTS LEADERS:
Lawson 5.7
HM
Green 2 1
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The Safe Haven Act of Massachusetts allows a parent to leave a newborn infant 7 days old or
younger at a hospital, police station, or manned fire station without facing criminal prosecution.
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Baby Safe Haven

www.BabySafeHaven.com

866-8 1
PATRICK CAMACH0 AND RYAN
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Councils proposed for women's groups Straight
By

Julia Toepfer

Heights Staff

Sexism exists on Boston College's
campus. At least, this is the consensus
from many concerned BC students.
Chris Denice, CSOM '09, and Alejandro
Montenegro, A&S '09, the newly elected
president and vice president of the UndergraduateGovernmentofBC (UGBC),
proposed to create a Women's Issues
Council (WIC). There has been a push
this yearby current students to establish

a Women's Leadership Council (WLC).
In addition, there are already existing
student clubs, organizations, positionsin
the UGBC and the AHANALeadership
Council (ALC), and a University office
that deal directly with women's issues
on campus. Ifthere are so many entities
and resources at BC that advocate for
women, why must therebe more?
Lauren Escher, A&S '08, hasworked
vigorously this year to pass a resolution
through the UGBC Senate that would
create the WLC. While the WLC has

failed in the Senate once before, it will
have another chance to succeed later
this year.
The WLC would be a semiautonomous branchofthe UGBC, an equivalent
status to that of the ALC and GLBTQ
Leadership Council (GLC). Escher said
that the main goals of the WLC wouldbe
to create better communication among
existing women'sissues groups, centralize funding of these groups, and recognize gender issues across campus.
Ifawomanon this campus has aprob-

lemthatrelates to her gender, she may go
to theWomen's Resource Center(WRC)
for guidance. Escher acknowledgedthe
great work that the WRC does. "But
working with [the WRC] I realized they
are a resource center. And as an office
at the University they must stick to the
lines of the Catholic Doctrine," Escher
said. She added that theWLC would not
negate those values but she said there
are a lot of issues, especially regarding

See WIC, A6

Spring-

Assoc. News Editor

A&S '08, got up during theshow and was
allowed to perform an impromptu set after the other comedianshad preformed.
The show on Tuesdaynight offered not
only a night of rare comedic entertainment for the students ofBC but was also
just the first level of a national competition between 32 schools throughout the
country in search of America's funniest
collegiate comedian. The eight winners
from Tuesdaynight advanced to the next
round, a show at The Comedy Connection in Faneuil Hall on April 7, where
they will be pitted against the top eight
comedians from Harvard University. At
Faneuil Hall they will face not only this

Tuesday night's freezing downpour
did not dampen the energy of the students participating in the Allies sponsored event, "How To Be Straight."
Student panelistsfrankly discussedtheir
own experiencesas alliesandmembersof
the GLBTQ community. They discussed
topics such as therole and significance
of allies, the climatefor GLBTQ issues
at Boston College, and the relationship
betweenreligion and homosexuality.
The event was a counterpart to afacultypanel ofthe same titleheld in the fall
duringNational Coming Out week. Anna
Rhodes, the UGBC senate liason to the
GLC and A&S TO, planned the student
panel as means to address some of the
issues thatwere not discussedduring the
faculty panel.
"The [faculty and staff panel] event
was interesting, but there was a disconnect betweenstudents' questions and the
ability offaculty to answer them," Rhodes
said. "So we wanted to do it again, but
this time with students."
Student panelists included Celso
Perez, GLC president and A&S '09;
Rajwantie Sahai, AHANA Leadership
Council (ALC) co-president and A&S
'08; Chris Miller, council director of
FACES andA&S '09; Monica Guen, A&S
'08; andDiana Nearhos, A&S '11.
Each panelist shared their own story
of how they had become involved in the
GLBTQ community. For some, such as
Nearhos, being an ally had always been
an integral part oftheir identitythanks to
close ties with a family memberor friend
who was GLBTQ. Nearhos described
how she had never realized that homosexuality was not 'the norm,' because
she grewup with an uncle whoidentified
as GLBTQ.
"As I grewup, people were alwayssaying 'being gay is weird,'" Nearhos said. "I
was like, no, it's not; my uncle is gay and

See Comedy, A6

See Allies, A5

stay safe
UGBC distributes kits
and advice for spring
travelers
Julia Wilson

Heights Editor

As students anxiously await spring
vacation,somemay forget basic information, such as how to stay safe in the sun
and how to drink responsibly. Students
heading to the beach, on service trips,
or home for spring break will be leaving
Boston College and reentering the "real
world,"where an Eagle-Onecard doesn't
pay for food and the Commonwealth
Avenuebus doesn't ferry students home
at 2 a.m. on Saturdays. And if you're
travelingout of the United States, you'll
need a passport.
In Corcoran Commons and Carney
Dining Hall yesterday, about 150students
were given "Safe Spring Break"kits with
information on safe drinking practices,
sun safety, travel tips, lip balm, granola
bars, and sunscreen.
Students also signed a pledge card to
be safe over spring break. Also included
in the kit was a link to the Undergraduate GovernmentofBC's (UGBC) Alcohol
Facts Web site, with moreinformation on
how to makelower-riskdrinking choices,
like avoiding taking shots.

See Spring Break, A6

Student panelists offer
different perspectives
on how to be an ally.
By Meghan Michael

breakers

By

talk with
Allies

RYAN JOYCE / HEIGHTSSTAFF

Richard Rosario, A&S '08, competed in the Rooftop Comedy tour. The laughs his act garnered launched him to the next step of thecompetition.

Stand-up comics square off
Rooftop Comedy tour
gives students a shot at
a national comedy title

ofBoston College(UGBC) in conjunction
with Rooftop Comedy National College
Comedy Competition. JulianKiani, director of concert and comedy series and
A&S '10, said, "I think comedy hasbeen
limitedto putting a video up on YouTube

By Dave Kete

or joining an improv group on campus.

Heights Staff

Some people may say something funny
duringthe day and can onlywonderwhat
it may be like in a stand-up setting. This
is their opportunity to try it out."
The event featured 17comics and was
open to any BC student with enough
courage to try to make themodestRobsham crowd laugh; each performed a
three-minuteset. The organizers of the
event were accessible to performers; one
studentfrom the audience, Joe Sheehan,

For students at Boston College with a
desire to performcomedy, the outlets are
limitedto groups like Asinine, My Mother's Fleabag, and Hello!
Shovelhead.
Tuesday night, however, Robsham Theater was filled with an array ofcomedians
spanning allfour classes. These hopeful
stand-up performers were brought togetherby the Undergraduate Government

...

Congressmen seek
STUDENTS PROTEST SEX SLAVERY
to slash tuition costs
- this Congress took a historic step to
help American families pay for college,"
said U.S. Rep. George Miller, D-Calif.,
On Feb. 7, the U.S. House of Reprethechairman ofthe House Educationand
sentativesvoted resoundingly in favor of Labor Committee, in the release. "Now
the proposed College Opportunity and we are redoubling our commitment to
Affordability Act by a margin of 354 to college students and parents by reining
58. Coming on the heels of a bill passed in skyrocketing tuition prices and making
last September to increase federal Pell our whole system of highereducationfar
Grants to college students, the Opportumore consumer-friendly."
nity and AffordabilityAct demonstrates
One of the major goals of the bill,
Congress's increased focus on reducing should it be passed in the Senate, is to
the cost of college and expanding colholdindividualcollegesto a higherstanlege access for low- and middle-income dardof accountabilityin efforts to make
students.
collegemore affordable.Lay stresses that
"A lot ofwhat the federal government despitethe steady increase in tuition at
is trying to do is to make thefinancialaid BC, the University is fully committed
process more transparent and simplistic to meeting 100 percent of the students'
for thefamilies of collegestudents," said demonstratedneeds.
Robert Lay, Boston College's dean for
"The federal government is trying to
enrollment management.
make sure these funds are used approAccording to a press release on Feb. 7 priately - our financial aid department
fromthe HouseCommitteeon Education is responsible for identifying need in
andLabor, the bill aims to address rising our student population,"Lay said. "Our
tuitions by encouraging colleges to rein policy is thatwe will meet the full finanin price increases, ensuring that states cial need of astudent, and we guarantee
maintain their commitments to higher
that for four years."
education funding, and providing stuThe Office of Financial Aid at BC
dentsand familieswith consumer-friend- works toward assembling the best packly information on collegepricing and the age of financial aid available for each
factors drivingtuition increases.
individual student, through a combina"Last year, by enacting a $20 billion
increase in federalstudent aid - the largSee Aid, A6
est increase since the G.I. Bill of 1944
Peter Gallagher
Heights Staff

By

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Katherine Hou, CSOM '11, participated in McElroyCommons. Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, Intervarsity Asian Christian Fellowship, and
the UGBC have invited Kaign Christy to speak on "Storiesfrom the Front Lines: Child Sex Trafficking" in the Heights Room at 7 p.m. tonight.
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China responds to calls
for Olympic boycott
BEIJING (AP)
China urged an activist
group in Myanmar that calledfor a boycott of
this year's Olympic Games to have a "correct
understanding"of Beijing'spolicy towardtheir
country. China's "goodneighborlyand friendly
policy" toward Myanmar "serves the interest
of the people in Myanmar and also in China,"
Foreign Ministry spokesman Liv Jianchao
said Tuesday. China is one of Myanmar's key
trading partners. "The policy is conducive to
the democratic process of reconciliation and
peace in Myanmar. I hope relevant organizations could have a correct understandingofthis
policy," Liv said. Pro-democracy activists in
Myanmar called Monday for the world to boycott the Beijing Olympics over what they said
was China's continuing support of Myanmar's
?

GREG BAKER / AP PHOTO

UNIVERSITIES
ON CAMPUS

William and Mary president
leaves amid controversy

Health alert issued for students
traveling over spring break

The Chronicle of Higher Education reported thatthe
president of the College of William and Mary has left
the college in what has been a very public parting of
ways.Former PresidentGene R. Nichol saidthat he was
forced out due to a series of decisionshemade regarding
free speech on campus. Nichol said in a letter that the
governing board of the school directed a "committed,
relentless, frequentlyuntruthful, and vicious campaign"
against him. Nichol announced his resignation in the
same letter, which was sent to students and alumni.
Nichol also said that he declined a sizeable severance
package offeredin exchange for his cooperation.

University Health Services has issued a health alert
for any memberofthe Boston College community who
is traveling to Punta Cana, Dominican Republic, over
Sprng Break. Malaria was detected in a Canadian
citizen who traveled to the area without taking any
anti-malarialmedication.Malaria, which can be fatal,
is preventablewith a course ofmedicationthat should
be started about a week before traveling. Students
are encouraged to make an appointment with Health
Services before departing. Health Services can be con-

military dictatorship.

NATIONAL
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University announces plan to
distribute portable technology

O'Neill library celebrates 25
years of recommended reading

News Tips
Have a news tip or a good ideafor a
story? Call Alexi Chi, News Editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news@
bcheights.com. For future events,

Abilene Christian Universityhas announced a plan

O'Neill Library is marking the 25th anniversary
of the "Dean'sList" with a display ofthe 130books
thathave madethelist over its history. The original
list of 27recommendedreadingbooks, compiledby
Boston College Vice President WilliamB. Neenan,
S.J., was first released during his tenure as dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences. Neenan has
made yearly updates to the list ever since. Neenan
told reporters, "It started the first time I spoke to
the newfreshman class I put out a list that were
the answer to the question 'Have you read a good
book lately?'"

to provideeither an iPhone or iPod Touch to all incoming freshmen in the next academic year. Dr. Dwayne
Vanßheenen, ACU provost, told reporters, "We are
not merelyproviding cutting-edge technology tools
to our incoming students. We are also providing the

Web applications that ensure these tools will become
critical to the students' learning experience. Because
93 percent ofACU students bring theirown computers
with them to college, we are choosing to take them to
the next levelby providingconverged mobiledevices."
ACU is the first university in the nation to adopt a
program that provides mobile technology to students
on this scale.

...

UNDER REPORTED

e-mail, fax,

It seems being incredibly good

MFA to show film following the
journey of two Boston women

looking won't take you anywhere
Two 18-year-oldsclaim that SouthwestAirlines discriminated against thembecause of their looks. Nisreen
Swedberg and her friend Sarah Williams claim that the
flight crew on a flight from Tampa International Airport
treatedthem differently because they were the prettiest
people on the plane. "I think they were just discriminating against because we were young, decent-lookinggirls.I
mean, nobody else on the plane looked like us exceptus,"
Williams toldreporters. Southwest Airlineshas responded
to the incident, and said in a press release that the two
womenwere unruly and verbally abusive to another passenger after an incident involving an occupied lavatory.

The Museum ofFine Arts, starting March 1, is presenting the film Beyond Belief, the story of two women
whose husbands died on Sept. 11, 2001. Susan Retik
and Patti Quigley are two women from the outskirts of
Bostonwho have dedicatedthemselvesto bettering the
lives of Afghani widows and reversing the damages of
war and oppression. The film follows them from their
life in their suburbs as they journey to the villages of
Afghanistan,andtheireffort to confrontthe root causes
of terrorism. Tickets are available online and are $6
for students.

detailed de-

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Jessica Isner, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, or e-mail
sports@bcheights.com.
NIGEL COOK / AP PHOTO

Power outages sweep

along Florida's coast
MIAMI(AP) Powerexecutives werestill
in the dark Wednesdayabout how a glitch
at a substation triggered a blackout that
cutpower to millions across south Florida.
The outagedarkenedtraffic signals, forced
hospitals to scramblefor generators, and
cut off air conditioners in the afternoon
heat. Sporadic outages Tuesdayspanned
300 miles of the peninsula, but appeared
to be concentratedin the southeast portion of the state. Communities along the
southwest coast, in the Florida Keys and
as far north as Daytona Beach reported
interruptions. Florida Power & Light
spokeswomanAmy Brunjes saidWednesday the utility can't say whether it will be
days or weeksbefore the explanationfor
the blackout is found.
?

LOCAL

or mail a

scription of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.

Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on andoff campus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Jo-

seph Neese, Arts andReview Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mailreview®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its

readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you

believewe havemadea reporting error, have informationthat requires a

clarification or correction, or questions about The Heights standards

and practices, you may contact
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter

Voices from the Dustbowl

2/23/08 - 2/25/08
Saturday, Mar. 23
1:49 a.m. - A report was filedregarding vandalism in a residence hall.

4:31 a.m. - A report was filed in Ignacio Hall
regarding an intoxicated underage party who
was transported to a medicalfacility by ambulance.

2:24 a.m. - A report was filed regarding two 10:03 a.m. - Areport was filed inCheverusHall
Boston College students who were observed regarding vandalism to a residence hall.
smoking marijuana on a fire escape. A small
quantity was confiscated.
11:48 a.m. - A report was filedregarding a larceny in the Mods. A detective is investigating.
10:28 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a fire
alarm activation in Cushing Hall.
9:58 p.m. - A report was filed in Edmond's
10:43 a.m. - A report was filed regarding a fire
alarm activation Walsh Hall.
2:29 p.m. - A report was filedregarding two suspicious maleswho were soliciting in McElroy.
Both parties were identifiedand advised of the
regulationsregarding solicitation.

Sunday, Mar. 24
2:15 a.m. - A report was filedregarding a noise
complaint on campus.
2:20 a.m. - A report was filed regarding an
underage intoxicated party who was taken to
a medical facility.

Hall regarding ongoing marijuana
public restroom.

use in

a.m.

"Edmond's."
?Sara Reardon,
CSON '10

the

Monday, Mar. 25
7:18

"Where would you most like to live
on campus next year?"

- A report was filed regarding an ill

"I hope to live in WalshGreyclijf."
?Phil Begeal
A&S '08

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Michael Kindrat-Pratt,
General Manager at (617) 552-0547.
Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is producedby BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS

party in Walsh Hall who was transported to a

medicalfacility.
9:41 a.m. - Areport was filedregarding an electricalfire in an elevatorshaft. The buildingwas
evacuatedroom by room by the BCPD.
4:02 p.m. - Areport was filed regarding a studentwho drove through a crosswalk and was
issued a citation.
Source: The Boston College
Police Department
?

Please send
corrections to editor®
"St. Ignatius Gate
probably."
Tara Sunder,
?

A&S TO

bcheights.com
with 'correction'

in the subject line.
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Panel Voices' the need for renewed, reflective faith
to speak out and do their part to
reform the Catholic church in
America.
Wolfe spoke about the orIn the basement of the parish
of St. John the Evangelist Church ganization being a voice within
in Wellesley, Mass., a group the Church, urging the members
known as theVoice of theFaithful to form their own convictions
instead of adhering to Church
(VOTF) was formed. Its mission
was "to provide a prayerful voice, teachings withoutreflection."For
attentive to the spirit, through many Americans, blind loyalty
which the faithful can actively no longer suffices," Wolfe said.
participate in the governance "Making oneself heard is a brute
and guidance of the Catholic force ofAmerican people."
Church."
He also discussed the everYesterdayfour panelists spoke shrinking American religious
landscape, sayto a packed room
thatone-third
gathered to dis"BC students care ing
of native-born
cuss and learn
about theirfaith,
Catholics have
about this orgaleft the church.
nization, which,
but are exiting
The percent of
in six years, has
the church past Americans who
extended from a
are Catholic has
Massachusetts
generations'.'
basement to 37
remained relatively constant,
foreign countries,
Alan
Wolfe,
he said, and curand now includes
Professor in the
rently 23.9 per35,000 members.
cent of the popupolitical science
The panelists
lationis Catholic.
included profesdepartment
The consistent
sor Alan Wolfe of
the political scilevels ofCatholics
ence department who has written
in the United States, despite the
is
a
severalbooks and
contributor exodus ofnative-bornAmericans
to publications such as The New fromthe church, canbe attributed
to an influx of immigrants, many
York Times and Commonweal;professor Jim O'Toole of the history ofwhom are Catholic.
Wolfe compared the loyalty
department; professor Jim Post
ofBoston Universityand a former of church members in the past to
presidentof the VOTF; and Father the current situation among the
Dennis Sheehan, a parish priest present generation.
within the community.
"BC students care about their
VOTF and lay participation faith, but are exiting the Church of
were central themes throughout
past generations,"Wolfe said.
O'Toole stressed the importhe presentation. Each panelist
urged lay members of the church tance of an active laity for the
By

John Conor Michalek

For The Heights

of

?

survival ofCatholicism.He spoke
of how Catholic action groups
started by laity show that the
faith can be more than a Sunday
practice.

Post and Sheehan discussed
the past, present, and future of
the organization.
"VOTF filled an important
void in the religion between us
[laypeople] and the Church,"
Post said. At present, the VOTF
is trying to expand, to take onnew
classes ofpeople into its ranks and
hopes to retain the energy and
sense of trust thatbrought everyone together in the first place.
As for the future of VOTF,
when asked if there was room in
the Catholic Church for such an
organization, Post emphatically
said that there had to be. The
VOTF, however, does not believe
it is responsible for questioning
church doctrine,as there are other
groups to dothat.
O'Toole said there were many
opportunities for BC students
to become a "voice" within the
church.
"There's so much that Campus
Ministry offers [here]. The first
step is to get involved in Campus
Ministry and thenfind churches to
sustain that effort [from Campus
Ministry programs]," O'Toole
said.
Nancy Sheehan, a member
of the audience and BC '65,
said she was impressed with the
knowledge and experience of the
presenters.

"It was very positive to learn
we have made an impact, that we
are a voice."i

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Wolfe addressed the needfor increased participation by the laity in theCatholic Church through action groups.

Fulbright scholar relates experiences of women in Iraq

that women had gained under
the Ba'ath party have now basi-

Lamy described traditional
Iraqi society as rigidly hierarchical and patriarchal. The culture
of Iraq is founded in Bedouin
tribal society, in which women
were mostly left to strictly delineateddomesticroles.
"Allegiance was to the male
leaders of the family," she said.
For the most part, she said, the
traditional tribal structure of
Iraqi society was repressed when
the Ba'ath party came to power
in the late 19605.
The primarily secularist
Ba'ath party opened up opportunities for women that never
wouldhave come to them under
the patriarchal tribal structure
of traditionalIraqi society.
"I always rememberedin our
textbooks in school that one
of the victories of the Ba'ath
party was the emancipation of
women," she said. "During this
time women were entering the
workforce in unprecedented
numbers.
The government
needed Iraqi women to support
the growing economy."
Lamy said that during this
time in Iraqi history, from the

cally disappeared."

nlate 1960suntil the 19905, wor-

By Matthew DeLuca
Asst. News Editor

Dahlia Lamy grew up in Iraq.
She said she still has snapshots
from the 1970sofhermother and
other female relatives standing
in the streets in Iraq, wearing
miniskirts. In Iraq today, Lamy
said, many women are afraid
to go outside of their houses
without donning a hajib, the
traditional headscarf that protects women's modesty. The
path from relative tolerance to
institutionalized oppression is
a twisted one, with roots deep
in the history and heritage of the
Iraqi people.
Lamy was educated in Iraq

and is a Fulbright scholar. Her
appearance was sponsored by
the Newton College Alumnae
Chair and the women's studies
program.

Lamy saidthat in Iraq today,
the standingofwomen'srights is
in great peril.
"The situation is very, very
severe," she said. "Thefew rights

...

en experienced some freedom
from society's stranglehold.
"Men and women had equal
rights to work," she said. "Women were paid the same as men."
She said that women were allowed to participate as members
of society in unprecedented
ways. "We had the freedom
to go out. Basically, to have a
public life."
Lamy said that this atmosphere was true to the founding
principles of the Ba'ath party,
secularist in orientation.
"The ideology of the Ba'ath
party was one of a very secularized state," she said.
She recalled seeing Saddam
Hussein on television with his
wife, an unprecedented occurrence at that time. She remembered thinking, "That is indicative of a change of heart and a
change of tactics."
In the 19905, the country
beganto experienceaprocess of
"retribalization,"Lamy said.
"In the 19905, tribalism was
reinstitutedin Iraqby the Ba'ath
regime," she said. Hussein was
now seen on television in flowing tribal robes, indicating a

...

change of heart, and a new kind
of tactics. As a consequence of
this shift, the small gains that
women had made began to be
reversed.
"You had the retribalization
of Iraq," Lamy said. "By then,
the regime began to undo its
secularizationof Iraqi society.
"It was basically a Ba'ath
party tool," Lamy said of the
small concessions made for
women'srights.
"There was never a women's
rights movement in Iraq. It was
always advocatedby the government." She said that womenwere
still, ultimately, at the whim of
a system designed to oppress
them. "It was always decidedfor
them by the patriarchal system
of the tribe, or of the government, which was alsopatriarchal

... at

no point can anyone argue

that the Ba'ath party advocated
women'srights."
The 2003 invasion of Iraq
and subsequent collapse of the
Ba'ath regime presented a new
opportunity for women. Lamy
said, however, that many women
did not know how to respond.
"To be free of the Ba'ath

regime was something we had

groups have opened shop and
closed because they have been
targeted."
There have been widespread,
documented accounts of the
imagine anything else."
She said that the Ba'ath abuse of women and ofwomen's
party neverreally eliminatedthe rights, Lamy said, and a spike in
mechanismsoftribal society, but the number ofhonor killings, in
simplyrepressed them, and they which a family membermurders
laiddormant and just below the a woman if she brings shame of
surface. "Tribal society contina sexual nature to her family.
ued to function the way it did," Women are being deprived of
education.
Lamy said.
Lamy said that the situation
"Women are being discourin Iraq is very dangerous for aged, by their family members
who are becoming more radiwomen'srights.
"I don't know of anybody calized, from going to school.
who would be able to bring Iraq That is unprecedented in Iraqi
under one umbrella," she said society," she said. "You have Isof the various factions currently lamic groups that never existed
struggling for dominance. "It is before in Iraq."
a verymessy situation,very frus Lamy does not think thatthe
trating Before 2003 there was situation will improve in Iraq in
some sectarian tug-of-war,but it
the near future.
wasn't that pronounced."
"I don't think that the future
She said that when she was looks too g00d.... It is becoming
last in Iraq in 2006 she saw that worse and worse," she said.
the situation had completely
Increased sectarianism is not
deteriorated.
the solutionthough, she said.
"With the Americans or with"I think that a more secularout the Americans, Iraq is going ized society that recognizes the
down a very dangerous trajectory equalityofmen and women is the
way to go in our day and age." \u25a0
for women. ... A lot of women's
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never experiencedbefore.
We
were raised chanting the Ba'ath
we couldn't
party slogans
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Allies, from Al
I reallylike my uncle."
While some became advocates
and allies through direct relationships withfriends and family
members in the GLBTQ community, others joinedas allies as part
of their oppositionto other forms
of intolerance. Miller said that
he did not become an ally after
meetingsomeone who was GLBTQ
or as a result of some specific
event. Being an ally made sense
in relation to his own convictions
and the other causes for which he
advocated, Miller said.
"I think if you are going to
stand against oppression in general, you also have to stand against
heterosexism and homophobia,"
Miller said.
The panelists pointed out that
supporting the GLBTQ community as an ally sometimes had
consequences that supporters of
other issues might not have to deal
with. Nearhos saidthatwhileone's
race and sex are usually visibly
apparent, sexualorientation is not
as easily determinedby a glance.
Individuals who openly support
the GLBTQ community are at
times subject to the same initial
scrutiny that GLBTQ students
receive when strangers attempt to
determine their orientation.
"When you talk about it, you
can see that question in someone's
eye - are you not completely
straight?" Sahai said. "I don't
know why people automatically

think you're not straight if you significantly better or worse. I
stand up for theseissues. If aman think the climate ofwhat's taboo
is advocating for women's rights,
is changing."
Guen echoed this idea, saying
people don't automaticallylook at
him and wonder, 'hm, is he hiding that even if the University and the
something?'"
community seem outwardly more
These types of questions inwelcoming ofthe GLBTQ commudicate a level of tolerance on nity, this may not always translate
campus, that the panelists said into real change.
was relatively good, if still in"BC is, on paper, GLBTfriendcomplete.
ly, but when it comes down to
"I like to say it [the level of it, their policies don't follow
through," Guen
toleranceon campus] is lukewarm,"
said.
"I think you are
Perez said. "I can
Some of the
be openlygay here
also
panelists
to
going stand
with very little
contestedthe idea
against opppression thathavingstrong
consequence. You
religious convicencounter people in general, you have
who are homotions is inherently
to stand against
phobic, but you
incompatiblewith
heterosexism and being an ally or
also encounter
people who are
identifying one's
homophobia"
very welcoming."
self as GLBTQ.
saidthat he
As a result of
Perez
Christopher Miller,
its identity as a
was both CathoCouncil Director of
Catholic Jesuit
lic and GLBTQ,
institution, many
FACES and A&S '09
and while he did
of BC's policies
not feel that the
limit the ability of
two weremutually
the GLC to advocate for GLBTQ exclusive, unifying both identities
issues on campus. Some panelists stillpresented a challenge.
said that while this creates the
"I'mabout as hardcoreCathoperception that the University lic as they come, and I had areally
is intolerant, the students and hard time coming to terms with
it," Perez said. "Ifeel that tension
faculty themselves are not necessarily prejudiced and not usually every day. Some days I am better
about it; some days I am not as
outwardly intolerant.
"My gut instinct is to say it's happy."
Miller said he hadreconciled
very tolerant [the BC community]," Miller said. "But I don't his role as an allyand his Catholic
think it's safe to say things are identity, both of which he said he

if

?

tookvery seriously.
"I think it's possible to be
against 'isms' and be strong in
your faith," Miller said.
As acceptance of the GLBtq
community increases, these issues
might be seen as less of a problem
to students who enter BC in each
new freshman class. Perez said
that students are increasingly
becomingmore comfortablebeing
open in the community as underclassmen, which might eventually
change the overallclimate ofBC.
"If I look at a GLC meeting
today, about a quarter of it is
freshmen," Perez said. "It amazes
me how comfortable people are
coming out freshman year."
Perez said that it helped that
more GLBTQ students were open,
so more heterosexualstudents are
aware of theirpresence on campus.
The panel event was meant to address this specific issue, Rhodes
said.
"I think a lot of people come
here never having met a gay person," Rhodes said. "They aren't
really sure what's appropriate or
what they can ask. We wanted to
give them a forum to ask questions
and give theminformationso they
can be supportive ofGLBT."
Perez said that meeting someone who openly identified as
GLBTQ might help students
bridge that gap.
"I hate to disappoint you, but
once you do take that step, it's
really not all that exciting," Perez
said with a laugh. \u25a0
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UGBC addresses women's issues with council
WIC, from A3
women's health, that the WRC
simply cannot address.
Escher said she became very
interested in creating a group

that was "student-led, studenrun, and dealt with issues that
students wanted to deal with."
The WLC would incorporate all
ideas and would not be one-sided, she said. "What we are trying
to do is have a place to discuss

these issues," Escher said.
Escher pointed out that for
this year in the UGBC, 12 individuals applied specifically for
the two positions of director
of women's issues. "This really shows the interest," she said.
"[The WLC would] take what
the directors of women's issues
do and expand that," she said.
Those positions would no longer
existin theUGBC andthebudget
would transfer over to the WLC.
Escher said, "Women's issues
already takesup halfofthe communicationdepartment'sbudget.
There is already enough money
there." Escher said that considering the two main goals of the
WLC are to give women's issues
a greater presence on campus

and to increase communication
between existing groups that
deal with women's issues, there
is not much money needed for
the WLC itself.
Whenforming the idea of the
WLC, Escher said she looked at
the GLC and ALC. "The GLC and

Cost of
BC still
to rise

ALC have such recognition and resentative from the WRC said,
"It's great that women'sissues are
support due to their semiautonomous status. There
being talkedabout
is no reason that
on this campus and
"[A
women can't have
that people are so
semiautonomous passionate
that too," she said.
about
Escher said that body would] divide it. As a University
however,
Jenniffer Castillo,
the UGBC more office,
we are not able to
this year's UGBC
comment on any
presidentand A&S than it already is.
proposals for the
'08, has been very
Women already
supportive of adUGBC.Welookfora large part ward to continuing
dressing women's
issues, though
every part the to work with the
Escher fears that
UGBC on programs
these concerns UGBC. you were relatingto women's
may be forgottenin
to
another issues, no matter
the future. "I want
structure is
council, that would what
[women's issues]
decidedon."
to have a constitumean women may
Denice's goals,
tionallyrecognized
and
not have space in verythe WlC's, are
much in line
position," Escher
the UGBC'
said.
with Escher's and
Denice agrees
the WLC's. "[The
with Escher and
WIC will] get evCecilia Fierro,
understands her
eryone at the same
Director of Women of table to talk about
concerns. "[Monsaw
Color Caucus in the programming
I]
tenegro and
a lot of effort with
events, or issues,
ALC and A&S '08
so that everyone
peopletrying to go
to the Senate to establish WLC.
can voice their opinion," Denice
I also felt that there was a lot of said. "I think that there are a lot
senior leadership that would be
of different organizations that are
graduating and didn't want that working for similar goals. I am
to be lost," he said. His solution, trying to avoid people working
the WIC, like the WLC, will pool for the same goals in different
resources and allow for open
capacities," Denice said.
communication between groups
The WIC differs from the
dealing with women's issues. It
WLC, however, in that it will
would have many representatives be a structure and not a semifrom many different groups.
autonomous body. The WIC
Inresponse to the WIC, arep- will not have its own budget. He

form
of

If
form

?
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spreading awareness regarding
federal programs aimed at making
college more accessible to lowerincome students. By streamlining
the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA) and vowing
to provide students with fair and
complete information about their
borrowing options when taking
out and repaying student loans,
the hope is that more students will
be able to pursue a college education withouthavingto worry about
costs and interest piling up after
graduation.

The average debt of last year's
graduatingclass was $20,350, with
an average of $16,680 being in
federal loans, accordingto Bernard
Pekala, directorofstudentfinancial
strategies at BC. This means that on
average,82 percent ofthetotaldebt
by graduating BC students is in
federal loan programs, which have
drastically lowerinterest rates than
private loans frombanks.
ThePerkins loan has an interest
rate of 5 percent, and the Stafford
loan has a rate of 6.8 percent,
compared to interest rates of over
10 percent on most private loans,
evidence of why it's important for
BC students to be followingwhat's
going on in Congress, Pekala said.
"We look at how much students
borrowfrom all means, and at how
much of that is in federal loans,"
Pekala said. "Whenever we can
help the student and family come
up with a better loan, it's a win-win
situation."
With the Master Plan looming,
and with the proposedcosts for the
massive overhaul of BC's campus
coming very close to BC's total
endowment, the University does

FtJrral

"
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semiautonomous organization,

they could then do so. Denice
pointed out that the GLC and
theALC took a verylong time to
fully develop."I think it's kind of
naive to thinkyou couldpass [the
WLC] in the Senate and have a
semiautonomous body right off
the bat. [The WIC] is the first
step," Denice said.
But Escher believes that the
WIC is not sufficient. "I'mreally
concernedabout [Denice's] proposal. What he is suggesting is
actuallysomething that we tried
two years ago - making the two
directors of women's issues run
a council as well. It was highly
unsuccessful. The directors have
way too much to do to run a
women's council in addition to
that," shesaid. "I don'tthink that
WIC is giving theproper recognition to gender issues."
Denice maintains that "the
WLC is too risky." He said that it
is crucial to "work out the kinks
in a structure format and then
decide what the next step will
be." While he does not have all
of the details of the WIC set in
stone, Denice said, "The WIC is

Comedy, from A3
wwkwwwk

Write for the news [nlews
section of The Heights]
I
Contact news@bclieights.com
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women'sissues in the UGBC will
be responsiblefor organizing and
maintaining theWIC. The directors would serve as facilitators at
the meetings but also be equal
participants in the council.
He said that after the WIC is
establishedand its leaders want
to take it in the direction of a

a feasible goal, just one thing we would] divide the UGBC more
were proposing." He said that if thanit alreadyis. Women already
the WLC does pass later this year form a large part of every part of
he wouldreexamine his plans in the UGBC. If you were to form
accordance.
anothercouncil thatwouldmean
Cecilia Fierro, director of womenmay not have space in the
Women of Color Caucus in the UGBC," she said. Fierro continALC and A&S '08, laid out ued that although semi-autonomy would "segwhat she believed
to be the most vital
"[The WIC will] regate the UGBC
it is necessary
concern faced by
at the because right now
groups address- get everyone
same table to talk [women's issues]
ing women's issues:
lack of funding,
don't have
about programming just
support, and comenough power."
events or issues, so Fierro said that
munication. Noticeably, the probthat everyone can regardless of what
lems are equally
is approved or inunderstood across voice their opinion. stated, the WIC or
the board. FierI think that there the WLC wouldbe
a positive advancero struggles with
what wouldbe the are a lot
ment.
most efficient type organizations that
While allofthis
may seem chaotic,
of organization to
are working
tackle these probit is only indicative
lems.
similar goals. I of theprevalenceof
Fierro said that am
women's issues at
trying to avoid BC.
the semiautonoEscher reitermous aspect would people working
ated a point that
be critical to inthe same goals in seems to ring true
for all proponents
crease communicapacities'.' of women's issues
cation andfunding.
on BC's campus:
She said, however,
that "ideologically"
"There is instiChris Denice,
she does not agree
tutionalized and

...

ofdifferent
for

for

different
?

with a semiautono- President of the UGBC accepted sexism
and CSOM '09
mous structure. To
at this University."
establish this type
And although there
of organization would "negate are different solutions, it is a
that women are a part of ALC problem that the student body
and GLC community," Fierro will not ignore. \u25a0
said. " [A semiautonomousbody

Students solicit laughter
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Aid, from A3
tion of federal Pell Grants, Perkins
loans,and Stafford loans, as wellas
a variety of state grants and loans.
If these do not adequately fulfill
a certain student's needs, BC will
cover the difference through loans
from the University's endowment
and generalbudget.
"Anyone can get federal funds
regardless of income," Lay said. He
cited the example of many varsity
athletes who are onpartial athletic
scholarships and rely on federal
grants and loans to finance the remainderof their education.
A major focus of thebillinvolves

of

proposed that the directors of

don'twant theprice to be a barrier.
We want students to come here because we are the best school."
It is probable that the bill will
take severalmore months of deliberating before it is actuallypassed
into law, Lay said.
It had already
"We look at how beenamendedmore
than 20 times prior
much students
the assembly's vote.
borrow
all If and when PresidentBush approves
means, and at
the bill, it aims to
how much that ultimately bring
both
is in
loans. more diversity,
racial and financial,
Whenever we can to America'suniverhelp the student sities. Because of
BC's commitment

not have theresources to offer free
tuition to its students like a handful
of other universities have already
done. "We expectit to be a partnership [between the University and
the students]," Pekala said.
"Aside from it partly being financed through the

endowmentand revenues such as athletics, the generalbudget is dependent on
tuition to make this
a high-quality institution," Lay said.
While the cost of
attending BC is expectedto continue to
rise as a result ofthe
University's exandfamily come to maintaining its
pansion, Lay asks
students to remain
up with a better need-blind status,
and Pekala bepatient and trust in
loan, it's a win-win Lay
the abilities of the
lieve the departsituation.
Office of Financial
ment is ahead ofthe
Aid to continue to
curve.
meet the needs of
"In admissions,
Bernard Pekala, we look at thewhole
students.
Director of Student individual.We look
"We're really
Financial Strategies at what they've
thinking of the fuachieved and hope
ture of BC, too - we
want to be among
to achieve," Pekala
in
said.
"Our
vision
is to be a premier
colleges
country
the best
the
and we want to increase our qualschool."
"We admit people regardless
ity," Lay said. "Students do not
necessarily directly benefit [from of their ability to pay," Lay said.
the Master Plan] right now, but the "The main thing that we're doing
future of BC is going to encompass is trying to allocatebasedon finana lot of people, and the value of a
cial need. The focus is on income
BC degreewill continue torise. We diversity - we're looking for the
hopeeveryone understandsgoing to beststudents [regardless of need].
BC is a good investment.
In order for us to maximize our
"The net cost is whatyou should diversitywe needtheseneed-based
programs." \u25a0
be looking at,"Lay said. "We're trying to neutralizethe cost issue - we

from
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federal
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The Heights will return on March 13.
Have a safe spring break!

new comedic competition, but a
panel of judges who will vote along

the typical comedicfodderrevolving around sex, race, and mental
handicaps.All of the topics elicited
a positive response with the audience on varying levels.

with the audiencefor the funniest
comedian, who will then advanceto
Thefinalists werePatrick Quinn,
the nextround.
CSOM '08; Nick Blake, A&S '08;
As a part of Rooftop Comedy's Rich Rosario, A&S '08; Ryan
competition, a professionalstandKagy, A&S '08; Caleb Grindle,
up comic was invited to entertain CSOM '09; Brian Moote, GSSW
the crowd in between contestants '09; Baron Cannon, A&S '11; and
and to maintain amoderatelevelof Kiani. The top eight emergedfrom
humor during the show. The guest the original field of 17, which was
comedianfor BC was Rajiv Satyal, set at 16before the show. Once the
whohas in thepast opened for comlastcomedianhad preformed,Rajiv
ics like Dave Chapelle. He started informed audience members that
the show with triedand true selfone more contestant had entered
deprecatinghumor and kept most the showandwouldbe performing.
ofhis jokeslight and innocuous, a Although he did not advance, the
trendfollowedthroughoutthe night fact that Sheehan was allowed to
by the contestants.
perform after allegedlytaking off
The contestants thenpreformed his shirtbehind stagefor theevent's
their prepared three-minute sets, organizers was funny enough for
most of which were successful. many audience members.
Whether good or bad, all of the
The UGBC event was well recomics performed at least three ceived by the students in attenminutes of material, and awkward dance. Kristin Cibotti, A&S '11
silences were kept to a minimum. andmemberof on-campus comedy
Though some of the comics regroup Asinine, came to watch the
vealed themselves to be amateurs, performancesoffellow groupmemthe audience was kind enough to bers Rosario and Andrew Cole,
applaud their good faith effort. A&S '09. "I was surprised at how
Common topics ofchoiceincluded goodit was. I thought it was going
college life, life at BC, religion, to be a lot worse," she said.
politics, personal heritage, and
Another audience member

expressed similar sentiments. "It
exceeded my expectations. I liked
thefact that some ofthe comedians
made fun of freshmen and dorm
life," said MollyHerlihy, A&S '11.
Cibotti said, "Standup is the
hardest thing to do." This attitude may have contributed to the
audience'slow expectation.
Kianni alsohad a positivereaction to the event. "Awkwardnessis
just as funny as someone who has
areally tight set. People whohave
no cluewhat they are doing are still
hilarious," he said.
The event was promoted entirelyby Rooftopccomdy.com;the only
thing the company required of BC
was tosupply the venue.Kiani said,
"Theseshows are good for us to get
becausethebudget isstrainedafter
an event like Will Ferrell."The eight
finalists from Tuesday night move
onto the nextround at the Comedy
Connection on April 7 in Faneuil
Hall. The comic who receives the
mostvotes will get hisvideo posted
on Rooftopcomedy.com,and students will be able to vote online
for their favorite comedian. The
top four will then perform live in
front of an audience and a panelof
judgesin Aspen, Colo.; the winner
willreceive $1,500. \u25a0

Safety stressed for travelers
"The kits allow students to pausefor a minute before spring break
and think about the choices they're going to make on spring break.
Robyn Priest,
Assistant Dean of the Alcohol Education Program
?

Spring Break, from A3
Health Services provided
the Health Education information, and the sunscreen samples
were donatedby dermatologists'
offices. "The kits allow students
to pause for a minute before
spring break and think aboutthe
choices they're goingto make on
spring break," saidRobyn Priest,
assistant dean of the Alcohol
Education Program, whose office
worked with the UGBC on the
"Safe Spring Break" initiative.
Kelly Treseler, executive director of University affairs for
the UGBC and A&S '08, spearheaded the project on the UGBC
end. "This is a more creative way
to present information to get
students educated on issues on
sun safety and alcohol safety,"
Treseler said. The "Safe Spring
Break" initiative is similar to one
led by the UGBC before winter
break, when students signed a
key as a pledge to not drink and
drive.
"We're in a BC bubble where
people forget that we have a bus
andpublic transportationhere in
Boston that some students might
not have back home," Treseler
said.

Priest mentionedSt. Patrick's drinkingresponsibly, safe sex, and
Day and Marathon Mondayas two using sunscreen.
other high-risk drinking times,
Students participated in acsecond to winter and spring tivities like "Root Beer Pong,"
breaks.
a non-alcoholic version of beer
An upcoming initiative by the pong, in which students wore
Alcohol and Drug Education Of"Beer Goggles" towardthe end of
fice along with Health Services the game to simulate the sensaand Counseling Services is an tion ofintoxication. Another acAlcohol Screening Day after St. tivity was the "Envelope Game,"
in which students exchanged
Patrick's Day. On March 18, students are invited to the Boston envelopes with multiple people,
and Heights rooms in Corcoran and at the end opened their enCommonsto fill out a five-minute velopes to find where their sexual
decisionshadled them.At the end
questionnaire and have a 10-15-minute conversation with someof the event, kits similar to those
one about their drinking habits.
distributed by the UGBC were
Students who participate will given to the students. The Baldalso receive a free T-shirt and a win-Wallace program's budget
free Dunkin' Donuts gift card. was $383, close to the estimated
"It willbe a great opportunity for budget for the UGBC kits.
students to sit down with someD.J. Murphy, A&S '11, is travone and have a non-judgmental, eling to Spartanburg, S.C., as an
confidential conversation about Appalachiavolunteer. While his
how their drinking fits in with spring break vacation may not fit
the norm and if there's anything the spring break stereotype for
about their drinking style that's college students, he recognized
risky, andthe strategiesto makea thebenefit ofdisseminatinginformation to students at BC on travel
lowerrisk choice," Priest said.
"Safe Spring Break" initiatives safety. "I think that the UGBC
are commonat universities across andBC need to be realistic about
the country. At Baldwin-Wallace what students might be doing
College,CertifiedPeerEducators over spring break, but Ithink it's
conducted a program meant to a good program that can't hurt; it
educate students on topics like can only help," Murphy said. \u25a0
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Elections Committee
needs transparency

"I never travel without my diary. One should always have something
Oscar Wilde
sensational to read on the train."
?

THE ISSUE: Shadowy group wields great power in elections
WHAT WE THINK: Students should see democracy in action
In light of the recent campaigns

that saw Boston College's campus littered with fliers and the dining halls
packed with mobs of students in blue
and green garb, the presidential election for the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC) is
fresh in everyone's mind. What might
not be so forefront in these conversations, however, is the way the Elections Committee (EC) processes and
punishes violations committed by the
candidates and their staffs. Many students are sure to havepicked up on the
grumblings of some of the candidates,
complainingabout the confiscation of
T-shirts by the elusive EC, or about
an unfair complaint against his or her
campaign. With the power to impose
penalties from mild punitive damages
to potential disqualificationfrom the
election, however, things become a
little more serious.
As the situation stands, the campus's
generalpopulace is completelyshut out
from the EC's operations. The identities
of members of the committee are not
even made public to the student body.
Yet the shadowybody exercisesunpar-

alleled control over the election. With
such important tasks, BC deservesmore
transparencyfrom the EC.
When it comes to violations, an
especially hot issue in the most recent

election, the EC couldn't be moreclan-

destine. With no mechanism to hold it

accountable, neither BC students nor
the candidates themselves have any

way to judgewhether the decisions the
committeemakes are fair.
In the current system, any student
canreport a campaign violationwith the
complaint form on the UGBC election
Web site. These messages are relayed
to the co-chairs of the EC and are then
compiled and distributedto the rest of
the undisclosed committee members

every evening. Based on the magnitude
of the offense, eachmember awards the
violation thenumber of points he or she
believesit should receive. These points
correspond to the sanction theoffender
will receive.
Committee members send their
point scores back to the co-chairs of
the EC, who then average the scores
and send the candidate his or her
sanction. The candidate is then free to
appeal the sanction. Such appeals are
a commonoccurrence, as the structure
of the system leaves it vulnerable to
erroneouscomplaints, and appeals are
the only way a candidate can dispute
complaints. After the appeal, the EC's
decision is dished out via e-mail, and

that's that.
What keeps the co-chairs of the EC

from withholding certain complaints
from the rest of the committee? And
after these complaints go to the committee, what keeps an erroneousscore
from sending the final average out of
balance? The answer to both these
questions is a resounding "nothing."
Though it was once suggested that
the EC use The Heights to publicize
violations and sanctions, we have a
better idea. Complaints, and their
subsequent sanctions and appeals,
should be posted on the EC Web site
as they happen, so the school, and
more importantly the candidates, are
aware of what they are being accused
of doing. Public complaints might also
cut back on the number of ridiculous
claimssent to theEC, leavingmembers
with more time to make fair decisions
on legitimate problems.
TheElections Committee'sprime focus shouldbe keeping elections fair, and
holding itself accountable is integral to
achievingthis end. Publication ofviolations and the resulting sanctions is the
first step in the right direction.

SAL CIPRIANO / HEIGHTSILLUSTRATION

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Put aside negative feelings about UGBC elections
Over thesepast few weeks,our campus has seen a great deal of negative
campaigning. These negative attitudes
and sometimes questionable tactics
have led to a fracturing of the student
body. Whether it was the presidential

election or even the Senate election
that recently happened,people felt it
necessaryto go negative on their peers.
Even if they didwin, in the longrun they
hurt the studentvoice.

When the administrationsees fracturing occurring in the studentbody, it
calls into question the leaders we have
selected to representus.
I wouldlike to congratulateallthose
whohave won these important elections
over the past week. I wouldalso like to
ask themnotto wait for their opposition
to approach them, but maybe to take a
proactive approach and meet with their
formal rivals; be the first to offer the

olivebranch.
All students need to unite and work
together to ensure that our voice is
heard.We need to legitimizeit. We need
to follow our leadersandmakesure they
are attentive to our needs. It is the only
way our best interests will be served.
Ryan McCaffrey

A&S '09

Denice and Montenegro victory hard won and deserved
To be honest, I'm shocked that
any team that wasn't endorsed by The
Heights was able to win. It was the deal

breaker, because most students - as
much as you may not like to admit it
- couldn't care less about the election (even in this election, much less
than halfof BC voted) and will vote for
whomever the higher powers tell them
to. As a current memberof the UGBC
executive department, I've seen the

fantastic job that Chris and Alejandro
have done this year (though I did not
take part in their campaign).
The fact that they won should be a
testament to their hard work, not to
third-party politics. To address the
letter incident, I doubt even 100 people
who were undecided voters saw them.
Again, as much as people who actually
care about the campaign hate to admit
it, the majority ofstudents do note care

(I say this with utmost respect, having
knocked door to door to inform people
aboutthe election, onlyto getresponses
such as, "I'm not even voting").

variable every school year is who per-

changes from one year to the next, and
a good band is secured to play Conte

I sympathize because I would very
much like to stop being attacked in the
Quad by people in T-shirts and to eat
dinner without getting serenaded.

Find effective means
to advocate for women
Election shows how little UGBC does

THE ISSUE: Proposals made for women's leadership groups
WHAT WE THINK: Avoid duplication of ongoing efforts

In a push to increase awareness of that deal with women'sissues, including
women'sissues at BostonCollege, there two directors in the UGBC; the Women's
have been recent proposals made to Health Initiative (WHI), which is
create an additionalorganizationto inrecognized by the UGBC but not by
crease effectiveness andfacilitate comthe University; the Women's Resource
munication among the already-existing Center (WRC), a University office; and
groups. There are two possible groups the Women of Color Caucus. Together,
that have been proposed - a Women's these organizations adequately adLeadership Council (WLC) and a dress concerns, and we agree that the
Women's Issue Council (WIC) - similar facilitation of communication would
in goals but different in logistics.
be beneficial.
To highlight the basic differences,
What we do not want, however, is the
a WLC would enjoy semiautonomous creation of a tertiary body that would
status, muchlikethe ALC andthe GLC, detractfrom, interferewith, or compliwith a separate budget allocated by cate the goals of the groups already in
the Undergraduate Government of BC existence.
Ifa grouplikethe WIC were created,
(UGBC). A WIC, on the other hand,
would exist within the

UGBC and would be
overseen by the two

directors of women's
issues without its own
budget.
We are supportive
of the need to address women's issues
on campus, and in
the interest of keeping things streamlined
and centralized, a WIC makes more
sense. But we have strong reservations,
however, about the necessity of either
of these proposed bodies.
Simplicity - not the creation of more
groups - best facilitatescommunication
between organizations. The addition of
another official council on top of the
many other offices, directorships, and
initiatives already in existence could
work against the goal of eliminating
bureaucracy, making processes more
complicated as lines of communication
get crossed.

There are currently several outlets

The

care should be taken to
miiiimizemeddlingand
maximizethe strengthening of inter-group
connections.We recognize that an overarching body could unite
theresources andideas
of current women's issues groups. It could
seek to maneuveron issues like sexual health
awareness,which is something the WRC
islimited in doing due to its position as
an official University office.
We believe that the women's issues
groups on campus already provide ample venues to talk about gender issues
and concerns. We do agree, however,
that communicationand unification of
thesegroups would bring laudableends.
Ifthe UGBC feels thatthe creationof a
WIC is the only wayto achieve this, then
it should do so, but leaders should keep
in mindthat simplymaking new groups
doesn't guarantee better communication or increased effectiveness.

The addition of another
official council on
top of the many other
offices, directorships,
and initiatives already
in existence could work
against the goal of
eliminating bureaucracy.
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Joe Decarle
This year's Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC) presidentialelectionis a stunning example of
how dirty politics really is - from small
community elections to our nation's
pendingpresidentialrace. Before the results were revealed late Friday evening,
it seemed inevitable that the boys in
bluewouldbe taking their seats in BC's
"oval office." Phil Dumontet and Mike
Sokolowski, two Grade A BC citizens
with proper experienceandcredentials
for thejob(s),insteadgot worked over by
a system so full ofred tape and administrative apathy that good was unable
to rightfully prevail. And the worst part
of all? The BC administration seems
more than content in condoning these
politicalgames that did in the Phil and
Soko campaign.
Maybethe administration'sindifference to the issue is illustrativeofhow it
perceives theUGBC president and vice
president. All who are or have been involved in theUGBC will have to forgive
me for what I'm aboutto say. The truth
may hurt, but it's time to face reality:
The UGBC doesn't do much. The one

V

forms at our spring concert. Otherwise,
life at BC seems pretty cyclical to me.
Same [explative], different year.
If the president and vice president
ofthe UGBC were given enough power
to make worthwhile changeswithin the
BC student community, then I believe
the administrationwould actually be
concerned about whether or not a fair
electionhadbeen held this past week.
Now, I don't want to completely
bash the UGBC, as there is a lot of
legwork behind the scenes that goes
into the organization, implementation,
and management of many worthwhile
events on campus - many of which
are sadly attended by small groups of
people from within the BC community.
I give the organization a lotofcreditfor
those events thatgo unnoticed and slip
through the cracks.
That being said, I don'tbelieve an
Obama-esque "change we can believe
in" UGBC presidential campaign is
reasonable given the bureaucraticorganization of the BC administration.The
president and vice president seem to be
figureheads that chase after one thing:
a good spring concert. It seems thatin
the eyes of the student body, if nothing

Forum, it's been a good year.
Although 42 percent of our undergraduatepopulation did vote this year,
I wouldbe willing to bet that a sizeable
portion of the remaining 58 percent
chose notto votebecause theybelieve it
makeslittle differencewhomis in office.
Is it apathy? One might argue yes. But
those who didn't vote might be on to
something. It really does seem to make
little difference whom holds office.
When I come back to the Heights
for my final two semesters this fall, I
won't be surprised if the only change
I witness is whisperings of rumored
performers that may grace the ground
level of Conte for a concert that the
University pays too much for. As little
power as these UGBC officials really
get, I wish that those electedwouldbe
individualswho embodythe valuesthat
BC prides itself on: in particular, being
men for others.
To Phil and Soko,I wish you thebest
and can only offer you my condolences
for this injustice.

JoeDecade is a junior in the Carroll School

ofManagement.

What do you think?
Write your own letter to the editor.

editor@bcheights.com
READERS NOTE:
The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.

The Heights reserves theright to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor@
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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Growing up in a dangerous world Platitudes
Thumbs
Up
Spring Break - Finally, a
chance to get away from
papers, classes, andthe
wintry weather ofBoston
andrelax. But can we beat
the snow storm scheduledfor
Friday?
New Hampshire - Live
free or die. New Hampshire
has begun considering a
bill to decriminalizethe
possession of small amounts
ofmarijuana, reducing the
punishment to a $200 fine. It
couldbecome the 13th state
to decriminalizepot.
AU-inclusives - Let
the drinks flow freely as
many exotic spring break
destinationscollect all
travelingexpenses into one
lump sum payment. Good for
the average college students
who haven't quite learned
how to close their wallets at
thebar.

Thumbs
Down

and killing hundreds of thousands of
people based on ethnicity doesn't accurately reflect the word's definition: "the
deliberateand systematic extermination
of a religious, cultural, political, or racial
group."
Neighboring Chad, which has provided shelter to about 400,000 refugees
Matt Carroll
affectedby theconflict in Darfur, recently
withstood an attempted coup allegedly
Is it just me, or is the world a lot more backed by the Sudanese government.
The humanitarian crisis in Burma
messed up now than when we were kids?
That's the questionI posed to a friend (Myanmar) worsens after renewed proof mine last week over a couple of beers democracy demonstrations in 2007 led
at happy hour. We were talking about to increased repression by the military
graduationand discussing the number of junta that has controlled the nation
reasons we wish we were kids again, one
for the last 46 years. Kenya is being
of which being that we didn't have to be ripped apart by political violence after
concerned about any of the subjects I'm being heralded as one ofAfrica's most
stable andprosperous governments. The
about to discuss.
Protest, rioting, and moments ofchaos disputed elections of December 2007
have defined the unfinished transition of have led to more than 1,000 deaths and
300,000 refuges.
Kosovo from United Nations protectorateto sovereign nation. In the days of its
The Iraq war wages on. Exiled Pakideclarationof independence, thousands stani Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto is
of Serbians have destroyed property and assassinated. Israel tightens its grip on
attackedseveral embassies, including the a nine-monthblockade of Gaza and increases its aggression as Hamas continues
United States'.
The recent violence and upheaval octo fire rockets at Israelipopulations.
As if international conflict isn't
curring alongwith the new, hotly disputed
independence of Kosovo is just the latest enough, in the United States we've got a
in a string of prominent politicalstruggles social security system that needs more repair thanthe gas tankofa Ford Pinto, and
and humanitariancrises.
The catastrophe in theDarfur region of there doesn't appear to be a mechanic
Sudan is about to enter its sixth year and anywhere in this electionprepared to fix
continues to gain recognition as "genocide" it. Health insurance is still a mess, and
in the international community. Strange, we're wasting our time arguing over the
but apparently some feel that targeting definitionofmarriage whilekids continue

Roger Clemens - The
Rocket is in hot water over
his testimony this month
on CapitolHill. A letter
from both ranking members
of the House Oversight
Committeeasked the
attorney general to initiate
a federal probe into possible
perjury charges. Talk about a
strikeout.
Microsoft - The record $1.3
billionfine levied by the
European Union on software
giant Microsoft made TU /
TD's parking ticket lastweek
look a whole lot cheaper. Will
it make themchange? We
think not.
Tilda Swinton - Though
Swinton's portrayal of a
ruthless lawyer in Michael
Clayton was deservingof a
nod, Amy Ryan's turn as a
crack-addictedmother was
far more electric.And what's
with the garbagebag dress?

TechnologyDelays - Seniors
were forced to spend another
day in suspense as the Mod
drawing was delayeddue
to server problems with the
housing system. Why does
this happenevery time we
have a lottery about anything?
Homework - Professors are
loading it on as papers and
midterms accumulatein the
weekbefore Spring Break.
Only two daysleft.
Circle Cinema - Next
time TU / TD wantsto a
three-month-oldmovie on
a television-sizedscreen
placed at the end ofa
hallway, we'll go to Circle
Cinema. Otherwise, the trip
to Fenway is worth it.

to endure broken homes, families, and
school systems.

In an age of abundance, when we destroy crops to keep prices high, we still
see starvation on a globalscale.

And, oh
yeah, there's that global warming thing.
We learned all about that from Captain
Planet when we were 7 years old, but
it seems his message was just over the
heads of our leaders and only now are
they beginning to get the point (thanks
to executive producer Al Gore).
I joke, but obviously the issues ofour
age are veryserious. I don'tthink it's our
collective imagination, folks. The world
in which we live is ever more perilousand
its dangers are all too real.
MaybeI'm wrong. Maybe I'm justreading the newspaper or watching CNN more
thanI used to. Or maybe it's alwaysbeen
this wayandI've justbecomemore aware. I
hopeso, but it's more likelythat I'm right;
theworldhasbecome a place infectedwith
all sorts of violence and growing troubles
that calls on us for theirpurging.
As college students, we are told that
we're the future leaders of the world,
and that world's present state leaves a
large order to be filled. We're not kids
anymore, and it will soon enough be on
us to fill it.
I guess our blue superhero friend was
right. The power - and responsibility

- is ours.

Matt Carroll is a Heights staff columnist.
He welcomes comments at mcarroll@
bcheights.com.

COURTESYOF ANDERSON ILLUSTRATION ASSOCIATES, INC.

Neighbors have protested the expansion of Boston College's campusonto the recently acquired archdiocese property in Brighton.

University has a right to expand
that having a major intellectual nexus in suburban location. In other words, this
theirneighborhoodis not all bad. While is not downtown Boston, and in veering
BC'spresence doesbring undergraduates awayfrom highrise residence halls,BC is
In elementaryschool, 10 years before I who enjoy their weekends in the area, reflecting that qualityof the area. I also
even considered applying to Boston Colit also contributes nightly speakers on wonder how Mayor Thomas M. Menino
lege, I was vaguely aware, thanks to my diverse topics, an art museum, a library wouldreact if I asked him to just pave
family members that, for somereason, the with over 1.4 million books, a theaterthat over theBoston Commonsandbuild high
city of Newton was passionately opposed hosts a multitude ofperformances every rises in an effort to stop urban sprawl.
week, and nationally ranked athletic By supporting the demands of Allstonto any construction on McElroy Comevents; all things that are open to the Brighton, Mayor Menino is asking BC to
mons. Ten years later, the city ofAllstonsacrificethe aestheticsof our campus in
Brighton has been more than willing to public, often at no cost.
What does come at a cost is BC's 10order to preempt a questionable "intrutake Newton's pertinaciousplace.
My question becomes this: Did our -year plan, a $1.6 billion effort to better sion."
Currently, BC boasts a beautiful,
neighbors in Allston-Brighton somehow the University. In addition to increasing
the
academics
and
activities
active
range
campus that offers myriad opmiss the large Gothic architecturebuildof
ings labeled with BC signs when they available to undergraduates and the portunities for all who choose to get
moved into the neighborhood?BC has community, BC is also spending precious involved,both undergraduatesand combeen on its current campusfor 95 years, so funds to increase thenumber ofstudents munity members.If my only experience
it's highly unlikelyany of theresidents of on campus per the city ofBoston's new withBC were empty beerbottles on my
Allston-Brighton were unaware that they recommendation.
front lawn, I would probably behesitant
were moving in next to a major university
Unfortunately, putting more students to invite the average undergrad into my
on campus is not enough for the neighneighborhood. But I ask those who so
when they chose their current homes.
This does not excuse some behavior borhood of Allston-Brighton. They also actively oppose residences on theBrighon the side ofBC students; neighbors who wantto decide when, where, and how we ton Campus to look at both sides of the
story and come to BC on a weeknight.
acknowledge the presence of BC should do so. A popular opinionof the surroundnot be wokenup in themiddleofthe night ing neighborhoods demandsthatBC add Come to a lecture or discussion, a dance
by raucous parties onresidentialstreets or additional stories to residence halls on show or a play, and takefull measure of
forced to cleanbeer cans offtheir lawn on the Chestnut Hillcampus to dissolve the everything that BC's presence offers to
your neighborhood.
Sunday mornings, but neighbors should need for housing on the Brighton Campus. I ask that our neighbors in Allstonnot be surprised thatthere is a large popuIn the end, BC is not "intruding" on
Brighton take a look around their area Brighton, Allston, Newton, or Chestnut
lation of undergraduates who, not unexand note how the current high rises in Hill; we are apart of this community and
pectedly, will go out on the weekends.
Yet, somehow the social lives of BC the area,includingWalsh Hall,Edmond's havebeenfor 95 years. It's about time our
students have become the overriding Hall, and evenReservoir Towers, stick out neighborsrecognizedthat.
factor in construction negotiations with like sore thumbs.
BC and the neighborhoods surKellyMcCartney is afreshman in theCollege
Brighton. It would be nice if theresidents
of Allston-Brighton could acknowledge rounding BC take pride in their safe, ofArts and Sciences.
Kelly McCartney

Stay true to biblical view of homosexuality
Julie Thornton
"If you remain in my word, you will
truly be my disciples, and you willknow
the Truth and the Truth will set you
free"(John 8:32). These words ofChrist
showthat Christ expectedus to takeHis
message at His word, even if we did not
understand it. Doing comes before understanding.I sometimes wonderif the
reason that so many peoplewho struggle
with same-sex attraction justify their
homogenitalactivityand claimthattheir
experience of their acts as good runs
contraryto Church teaching is that they
have not abidedin Christ's wordfirst.
I found the arguments presentedby
the theologians on the panel discussion for the movie For the Bible Tells Me
So ("Film and panel address religion,
sexuality") to be the same tired arguments that the gay movement has been
presented for years now. The problem

with
the arguments.
Professor Vanderhooft argues that
the verses in Scripture normally cited
for Leviticus are part of the Holiness
Code and no longerapplyto Christians.
Furthermore, he says that the code did
not relate to homosexuality as an orientation like we know it, but that the
condemnation was for men who would
occasionallylie with men. Leaving aside
the fact that the argument against homogenitalactivity doesnot rely on these
few Scripture verses cited (something
noted by Luti), Vanderhooft's interpretation is debatable.First of all, the very
same Holiness Code condemns incest
(Leviticus 18), adultery, and bestiality.
Using Vanderhooft's logic, these would
all now be acceptable. Either we end
up with this absurd conclusion or the
premise thatchapters 17-27ofLeviticus
are abolished as false.
The second problem is that we just
is that the facts just don't square

cannot assume that Saint Paul and Le-

viticus were only condemning men who
did not experience same-sex attraction
and stillhadhomosexualintercourse. The
concept ofhomosexualrelations didexist
in the days ofSaint Paul. A quick reading
of Greek philosophers shows this. Saint
Paul may have verywellbeen condemning
homosexualrelations as we know it.
However, Luti too goes astray when
she says, "Gay people who live good
holy lives are themselves a text we need
to read." This is reasoning in a circle.
To be holyis to do God's will: to love as
He demands of us. If, however, the will
ofGod is thatpeople not commit these
acts, then all the other good of that
people does not change the will of God.
Similarly, no matter how many times
someone commits a sinful act, it never
becomes virtuous.
I cannot imagine what it would be
like to experience same-sex attraction. It must be a very difficult cross

to bear. Furthermore, there exist real
religious Fundamentalists who act as if
homogenitalactivity was somehowmore
sinful than other sins. Of course, this is
simply not for us to judge. While I can
see that acts are sinful, I cannot judge
the sinner. I must rightly assume that
my sins are worse.

That being said, it is also true that
there is nothing loving about failing to
preach the truth when someone will not
repent of their sins. While it seems that
many today are the wolves in sheep's
clothing that Christ warned us about,
one group, Courage, stands almost alone
within the Catholic Church. Founded by
Father John Harvey, Courage helps those
who experience same-sex attraction grow
in all aspectsofthe spiritual life, including
(but not limitedto) chastity. It's time that
BostonCollegeestablishedCourage.
JulieThornton is a graduate ofBoston College in the Class of 1999.

from

junior year

Matt Hamilton
Well, I wanted this to be my big "fnLeahy" column, f know
it's been done beforeby The Heights, BC
Magazine, et al. But my column was going
to be different.
I had a well-crafted plan to schedule
an interview, discuss all things lowa, and
then, casually excuse myself to use the
bathroom, snoop aroundBotolph House
while Fr. Leahy sips on a Pepsi (I would
have brought a coolerofPepsi as a diversion), and finally uncover super-secret
Master Plan documents.
Needless to say, that didn't work
terview with Fr.

out.

So my options were as follows: insert
flashy rhetoric-filled opinion on the
recent UGBC elections and accompanying Heights coverage, wax poetic on the
recent roadblockfor the Master Plan on
account of Mayor Menino's opposition,
or relate another hackneyed taleof offcampus living(for whichf had a list of all
the synonyms for mice: vermin, rodents,
Satan's critters...).
I could not decide, and all I could
think about is how we are all in need of
a vacation. Thankfully, the early March
break is just a hop, skip, and a jump
away.
Amid studying for midterms and
compensating for habitual procrastination, Ithought that I wouldcompilesome
lessons learnedfrom the spring semester
thus far.
See you after spring break - I'm offto
relax in the landoffavorable incorporation laws - Delaware.
Lessons learned (in no particular
a

order):

1.It is possibleto use the metalbars on
the Boston Collegebusfor acrobatics.
2. Overloading generallyis not a good
idea.
3. College goes fast. Too fast.
4. The moment you buy a new BC fD
after 10 days of mooching offfriends for
printing and food, your card emerges
from the pile of clothes waiting to be
folded.
5. Living on Foster Street is better
than living in GreycliffHall.
6. Pino's is better than Presto's.
7. Entenmann's Raspberry Danish.
Enough said.
8. Telling yourroommate he lookslike
Beaker from the Muppetsis not the best
compliment.

9. Telling your other roommate he
closely resembles the Frieda Kahlo portrait hanging on the wall behind him is
equally out of place.
10. Male neighbors who reveal their
midriff during normal conversation
should always be put in the suspicious
box.
11. Also deserving a place in the suspicious box: utilities pricing methods,
most acronyms employedat BC, iClickers, Web cams, scented candles, crepe
paper, the noise that comes through your
headphoneswhen you leave the libraries
listening to music, and skim milk.
12. Sometimes your boss can become
a spiritual director. It helps if he is a
Jesuit.
13. Sleep apnea is a growing epidemic.
14. The Theologyand Ministry Library
on Brighton resembles (1) the mission
control building from Apollo 13 and (2)
the California atmosphere evokedin That
Thing You Do. Nevertheless, one'swhims
and imagination are shatteredwhen you
(1) try to imagine CardinalLaw wandering
the stacks or (2) find yourself wondering
why there are so many small, secluded
rooms punctuating various sections of
the library.
15. Who labels a friend "cavalier" or
uses the word "tuneage"? Juno clearly
lacks verisimilitude.
16. More often than not, self-awareness is sorely lackingby me.
17. Brighton's Mirror Cafe provides
the perfect time-warp-like experience
for a late lunch.
18. At the end of a bad week, paint
your bedroom with your roommate. It
is OK to choose a cosmic-jungle design,
but resist envying your roommate'swall
of scenes from The Nightmare Before
Christmas.
19. All too often one's personality test
can become a self-fulfilling prophecy.
20. Friends are great, but family is
something special. See you soon, Mom
and Dad.
Happy spring break, one andall.
MatthewHamilton is a Heightsstajfcolumnist. He welcomescomments at hamiltonm@
bcheights.com.
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News
Politics
Attorney General Michael Mukasey arrived yesterday for his first look at the
controversial military prison
complex at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba. About 380 foreign nationals are being held at Guantanamo.
\u25a0 Leading members of the
House of Representatives
asked the Justice Department
yesterday to probe whether
Roger Clemens "committed
perjury and made knowingly
false statements" during a
congressional hearing.
\u25a0 U.S.

Science
\u25a0 Digging has resumed at a
site in the southeastern German town of Deutschneudorf,
where treasure hunters believe
there are almost two tons of
Nazi gold buried in the mountainside.
\u25a0 Regional government agencies around the Great Lakes
spend some $15 billion a year
to protect the lakes from invasive species, contaminated
sediment, and sewage overflows, a new study shows. The
five lakeshold 20 percent ofthe
world'sfresh water.

Technology
The European Union fined
Microsoft Corp. a record $1.3
billion yesterday for charging
rivals too muchfor softwareinformation. The fine is the larg\u25a0

est ever for a single company,
and the first time the EU has
penalized a business for failing
to obey an antitrust order.
\u25a0 A vast underground vault
storing millions of seeds from
aroundthe worldtook delivery
of its first shipment on Tuesday. Dubbed the "Doomsday
Vault," the seed bank is consideredthe ultimate safety net
for the world's seed collections,
protecting them from a wide

range of threats.

Business
S. Bernanke, thechairof the Federal Reserve,
signaled his readiness yesterday to further reduce interest
rates even though inflation has
\u25a0 Ben

man

picked up speed. He called
again for more effective rules
to deter questionable lending
practices.
\u25a0 Treasury prices fell yesterday after regulators said they
will lift limits on the investment portfolios for mortgage

companies Fannie Mac and
FreddieMac, amove expected
to bring new capital into the
ailing housing marketand ease

the credit crisis.

by the

Numbers
$60 million
Estimatedcost of
launching an anti-aircraft
missile that the U.S. Navy
plans to use to shoot down
apotentiallyhazardous
satellite.

19.4%
Increase in the suiciderate
among Americansages 45
to 54 from 1999 to 2004.
Amongwomen in that age
bracket, the increase was
31 percent.

82
The age of WilliamF.
Buckley at the timeofhis
death yesterday. Buckley
is credited as a founder of
the modern conservative
movement.

QUOTABLE

"To put it bluntly, ifthe enemy
is calling into America, we really need toknowwhat they're
saying, and we need to know
what they're thinking, and we
need toknow who they're talking to," said President George
W. Bush, as he continued to
lobby for an intelligence law
allowing government eavesdropping on foreign phone
calls and e-mails.

?There is opportunity everywhere?
was a great opportunityto have a
reunion party in the summer for
all the students at my university,"
Hennessey said. "But I had no
On Thursday, Feb. 21 the Enidea how to execute it. I realized
trepreneur Society hosted entrepreneur Bill Hennessey, the I could charge $10 a ticket. Got
someone to sell the tickets, told
owner ofAtlantic Ocean Harvest
(LobsterDelivery.ca), a lobster him, 'You sellthetickets.Youkeep
deliverycompany, and Hennessey five bucks. I'll keep five bucks.
Events (HennesseyEvents.ca), And I'll charge 15 at the door.'
an event-sponsoring company. We presold half the tickets. The
place holds about 800 people.
Before launching into his entrepreneurial endeavorsand experi- Four hundred timesfive and 400
times 15 at the door comes out
ences, Hennessey started with a
to around six or seven thousand
lighthearted quip.
"One rule and one rule only dollars."
Hennessey marketed the idea
tonight - no making fun of my
by going to the "influencers" of
Canadian accent."
Hennessey met Scott Bradley, the university - the frats, the
athletes, the student council, the
the Entrepreneur Society's president, through Facebook after the newspapers. In addition, within
former's brother read Bradley's each class, he located the "popublog, Networkingeffectively.com. lar kids" andthe "party animals."
He startedoff with two anecdotes. These peoplewere useful because,
The first was about a lemonade despite the fact that the latter
stand businesshe ran one summer were likely getting in trouble with
the university, most people knew
as a kid and the other was about
mowing thelawn.Both were basic who they were. Thus, they could
examples ofbusiness competition sell tickets very easily. The event
- illustratingfundamentalstrate- was a success.
"I didn't really know how the
gies owners use.
"The reason I'm using such event was going to go,"Hennessey
basic examples is because I am said. "I walked up day one and
confident each and every one of there were 1,000 people there
[us] have similarexperiencesand - 300 get turned away from the
there is opportunity everywhere. door. And I'm $5,000 richer - off
There are so many ways to make throwing a stupid party!"
In his fourth year in college,
money it's not even funny. And
I hope that at the end of today, Hennessey knew he didn't want
you leave excited to go and start to work for anyone else. He had
taken an internship the previous
a business."
year and couldn't cut it. MeanHennessey attended the University ofWestern Ontario, which while, he was constantly looking
is two hours west of Toronto, and for opportunities.
"I was reading the business
plannedto go intomedicine. Once
he was there,however, herealized section of the newspaper trying
he dislikedthe science program. to notice trends. I was doing
Around the same time, a few of anythingIpossibly could for that
his peers had asked whether he opportunity."
Hennessey calledup his dadfor
was in the business school, citing
that he seemed "like a business advice.After oneor two weeks, he
called him back with an idea. "He
person."
says, T was sitting in the airport
"I was always talking to people," Hennessey said. "I have an on the East Coast yesterday and
outgoing personality. My dadhad I noticed a ton of people taking
been telling me all my life that I boxes oflobster with them on the
airplane. Why don't you start a
was cut out for business."
He eventually switched his lobster shipping company?'"
Admittedly, Hennessey was
concentration to business. One
day during a class on sales stratinitially hesitant. It seemed too
cliche - a smalltown boy becomegy, he got an idea for his first
ing a lobsterman. Nonetheless, he
company.
always
thought
"I had
there decided to think about the idea for

By Michael O'Brien
MarketplaceEditor

whileandbounce ideas around.
Someofhis acquaintanceslikedit,
whileothers didn't.In the end, he
decidedto launchAtlantic Ocean
Harvestbecause he knewhe "had
a good story": a small town boy
from a smallisland, trying to make
it big in the city - Toronto is the
Canadian equivalentof New York
City - trying to share his secret
from the small town with everyone in the city. The launch was
expeditious.
He said, "Boom, just like that.
I finish school inApril, graduatein
June, and launch the company in
November, trying to make money
off of the Christmas rush."
Interestingly enough, Hennessey generates revenue as the
middleman: "You want fresh lobster. You go on my Web site and I
call my supplier. The day you want
it, it's on your doorstep - in the
water one day, Fed-Exed to your
doorstep the other day. It's very
simple. I don't see the lobster. I
don'ttouch it. I don'tsmell it. It's
on your door."
Over time, the business has
evolvedso that Hennessey has two
markets. The firstis ordinary consumers - for instance, if a couple
hosting a dinner party wanted 10
lobsters, all they would have to
do is go to his Web site andorder
them. The other market is more
commercial, for organizations
like resorts and golf courses that
do lobsterbashes once a year and
aren't price sensitive.
He said, "We'll send them to
the airport and they can go pick
up their 300 lobsters."
For marketing,Hennessey uses
Google Adwords. Anyone who
searches lobster on Google will
see Atlantic Ocean Harvest in
the sponsored links. In addition,
Hennessey also markets to niche
areas like Muskoka, which is the
equivalent of the Hamptons in
terms ofwealth.
"People there have moremoney
than they know what to do with.
I can charge whatever I want because these people have so much
money. And there's nowhere else
to get lobster."
This strategy is usually effective around holidays. While
managing Atlantic Ocean Harvest, Hennessey has also kept up
a

PHOTO COURTESY OF BILL HENNESSEY

Bill Hennesseymanages both Atlantic Ocean Harvest and HennesseyEvents.
with party-sponsoring; "When all
the influencers start yakking, it's
amazing what happens."
To illustrate how his business
works, he proposed a hypothetical situation: If Roggie's could
hold 500 people, he would tellthe
restaurant's management that he
was going to fill the bar. '"I'llpay
for the DJ. I want 10 percent ofthe
sales and I'mcharging to get in.
"Ninety percent of the drink

sales are yours. Everything at the
door is mine.' That's how I make
my money."
As a young entrepreneur in a
rough business world, Hennessey
acknowledgedthat the beginning
stages of starting and managing
a business are rough. After the
first few times, however, your
consumers gain trust in you and
stop doubting you because of
your age.
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Asteroids: A realistic, but very remote threat
ing asteroids.The Near Earth

By Paul Symansky

Asteroids are both majestic
celestialbodies and ominous
threats to our planet. Hundreds
ofthousands ofasteroids have
been identifiedin our solar
system, each with a unique size,
trajectory, and composition.
While rarely in the news, these
chunks ofmetal androck strike
our planet at an alarminglyhigh
rate: once every few minutes.
Granted, we don'thear about
thembecause the majority of
themburn up in the atmosphere
long beforepossibly posing a
threat to us surface dwellers.
Infact, the Earth's atmosphere
protects us at least once a year
fromrather large asteroids, with
diameters of 150feet or more,
which have as much energy as
the atomic bomb dropped on
Hiroshima.
The Earth can't protect
against all impacts, though.
The Alvarez hypothesis, which
postulates that an asteroid or
meteor is responsible for the last
mass extinction event on Earth,
is a predominanttheory that
stands testament to thatfact.
Exactly 100 years ago, a large
asteroid approximately 125to
200 meters in diameter managed to work its way through the
upper atmosphere and exploded
in remote Siberia with a force
that destroyed 830 square miles
offorest, fmpact events aren't
relegated to the ancient past;
they do happentoday.
Thanks to our sophisticated
astronomicaltracking technology, however, we can be a step
ahead of even the most menac-

Asteroid Tracking Team, SpaceWatch, and NASA are among
several agencies valiantlywatching the skies to hopefully catch
an asteroidbefore it becomes a
threat. One such discovery, the
2004 MN4 satellite, alsoknown
as 99942 Apophis or just Apophis, was projected to possibly

hit Earth in 2029. Later observations and calculations showed
that impact was unlikely to happen, but that if the asteroid were
to orbit through a very small
portion of space, its trajectory
could be altered enough to pose
a risk on April 13, 2036.
Scientists call that special
region in space a "gravitational
keyhole." On its own, Apophis'
orbit wouldsteer clear of the

Earth, but the gravitationalkeyhole would subject it to external
gravitationalforces that would
slightly tug it into a disastrous
orbit. NASA and the European

Space Agency (ESA) recently
sponsored a competition to
design a spacecraft to monitor Apophis and determine the
outcome of its precarious path.

SpaceDev Inc. and SpaceWorks
Engineering won the $25,000
prize for their concept spacecraft, "Foresight."
Foresight will cost an estimated $140 million or less - a
relatively cheap artificialsatellite. It's such an extraordinary
spacecraft because its components aren't extraordinaryat all.
It uses "off the shelf" technology
andlesser specifications to meet
time and cost restraints. With
only 28 yearsto go, scientists
can use allthe time they can get
to thwart an impact predicted
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to cause 56-foot-high tsunami
waves. NASA estimates an impact on the order of 880 megatons, while the Siberianimpact
was about3 to 10 megatons, and
the infamous 1883 eruption of
Krakatoa was 200 megatons.
If the scientists were to determine that Apophis is a threat,
we'll fortunately haveplenty
of time to develop andlaunch
an effective deflection strategy.
Thanks to movies like Armaged-

don andDeep Impact, nuclear
missiles are popular choices to
destroy asteroids. Though, no
weapon large enoughcurrently
exists to destroy a 1-kilometerdiameterasteroid, and if not
completely incinerated by the
blast, our next problem could
be many slightly smallerand
radioactive asteroids.
This technique would also
be ineffective against asteroids
known as "rubble pile asteroids," which are aggregatesof
many small chunks rather than
a monolith.Several studies have
proved the efficacy of "nuclear
pulse propulsion," which relies
on detonatinga series ofsmall
nuclear bombs near the asteroidwhich would slowly alter its
course. Of course, this technique
would need to be applied far in
advance.
Other possible techniques
include simply colliding a
spacecraft with the asteroid,
gravitational tractor devices,
and mass drivers.The ESA
has alreadyproved that the
spacecraft collision method
would workfor Apophis using
a spacecraft weighing just one
ton. Gravitationaltractors would
take advantage of the fact that

Eschewing the dark side

MCT GRAPHIC

asteroids, being massive objects
themselves,wouldbe attracted
to other massive objects via
gravity. The artificial object
(e.g. a spacecraft) could then
slowly applyforce to counter
the asteroids momentum and
change its path. Mass drivers, or
electromagneticcatapults, could
be mounted directly on the asteroidand slowly eject material
into space to push it off course.
Thrusters or solar sails could be
mounteddirectly on the asteroid
for a similareffect.
Scientists have many possible
deflection strategies at their
disposal should they deem one
of these celestialchunks ofrock
dangerous. The most important
task at thispoint, however, is

simply making that determination and watching the skies.
With the exception ofApophis,
which still only represents less
than a 3 percent chance of
impact, if it were to pass through
that gravitationalkeyhole, no
asteroid presents an immediate
threat. In fact, the soonest projectedimpact possibilities are
more than 800 years away. More
people are injured in automobile
accidents than have ever been
injured or killed by asteroids, so
while the threat is real, it is also
veryremote.

PaulSymansky is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at symanskyp@bcheights.
com.
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Dispatching the ?Dark Side?: Torture and 2008
By Joshua Darr
In a struggle as wide-ranging
in its goals as America's current
"war on terror," it is not difficult
to lose sight of thereasoning behind our own nation's
actions. As the aftermath of
Sept. 11 fades into perspective,
America is onlynow beginning
to realizewhat was perpetrated
in its name. The next president's
major task will be to reexamine
the excesses of the war on terror,

especially the Bush administration's stance on torture.
Alex Gibney's Oscar-winning documentary on American
torture, Taxi to the Dark Side1
begins at the grave of Dilawar,
an Afghani taxi drivermurdered
at the U.S. military prison in
Bagram, Afghanistan, in 2002.
Dilawarwas detainedby a
local authority and delivered
to the U.S. prison at Bagram,
where he was subjected to sleep
deprivation,suspensionfrom
the wrists, andbeatings on his
legs. His death was officially
ruled a homicide. The beatings
at Bagram, the nakedhumiliation at Abu Ghraib, andthe use
of dogs and sensory deprivation
at Guantanamo Bay allportray
a concertedmove by military
interrogators to go beyond the
pale and ignore the ethical lines.
The degradation,humiliation,
physical, and mental harm done
to these prisoners is magnified
by the fact thatnone of them
knew whytheywere being held.
By suspending habeas corpus
to "enemy combatants," the
Bush administrationwas able to
expeditethe process ofbringing
in prisoners without any responsibility for their actual guilt or
innocence. Gibney's documentary asserts that only 7 percent
of the detainees at Guantanamo
were actuallybrought in by the
U.S. military: The rest were
turned in by local authorities.
As in the Salem witch trials,
many Afghanis and Iraqis remain in Guantanamobecause of
disputes with their neighbors or
localtribeleaders.
The general excuse for such
behavior by the U. S. government
is that torture is necessary in the
brave new worldthat began on
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America is only now beginningto realize what was perpetrated in its name; the next president will be forced to reexamine the excesses of the war on terror and the country's stance on torture.
Sept. 11. The titleof the movie
comes from a quote by Vice
PresidentDick Cheney, who
argued a week after 9/11 that the
fight ahead could necessitate a
trip to the "dark side." Former
presidentialcandidate Mitt
Romney, as part ofhis sprint
to the right in theprimaries,
expressedhis desire to double
the size ofGuantanamobecause
it "keeps Americans safe."
The problem with this
reasoning is that it ignores the
fundamentalcauses of terrorism and anti-American senti-

ment. Mere toughness will not
keep America safe. As an FBI
expertpoints out in Taxi to the
Dark Side, "IfI wantedto recruit
terrorists, all I would do is show
them a picture ofthe incidents
at Abu Ghraib." Such treatment
undermines any positive effects
purple-fingeredelections and
toppled dictators may have.
Terrorism is meantto spread
fear, not merely to murder
people.If al-Qaida meant to
scare Americainto abandoning
its core principles, they have
succeededand come a long way

BOSTON BALLET
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NEXT GENERATION
New works by the NEWEST, HOTTEST choreographers

torture does not make one a
raving liberal or a weakRepublican. Both parties want a
nominee who will push for a
smarter, more ethicalpolicy that
does not make America new
enemies. Thankfully, the winds
are changing. John McCain, the
presumptive Republican nominee, will not continue the Bush
administration's torture policies

because theystrike a personal
chord. The current Democratic
front-runner, Barack Obama, is
a constitutional lawyer whose
campaign is based on ending

the "politics offear" that led to
popular support oftorture.
America's journeyto the dark
side may be coming to an end.
Hopefully the next president will
roll back this dark chapter in
American history andlead this
great nation back to aplace of
moralleadershipin theworld.
That will make us safer than any
closed-doorinterrogation ever
could.
JoshuaDarr is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at darrj@bcheights.com.

Interested in business, politics,
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towardbuildingresentment for
the next generation.
George W Bush cannot
befully blamed. There was a
serious and understandable
culture offear thatpermeated
American politics following the
Sept. 11 attacks. The entirety
of Congress - Democrats and
Republicans alike - gave his
toughest lines in the State of
the Union a standing ovation.
That is why the debate over
torture should not break down
alongparty lines. Advocating
against American sanction of
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Google: Cyberspace to Outer Space
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The Secret. Rhonda Byrne.
Beyond Worlds, $23.95.*
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Women & Money. Suze Orman.
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In Defense ofFood. Michael
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Pollan. Penguin Press, $21.95.
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Does This Clutter Make My Butt
Look Fat? Peter Walsh. Free Press,

2

You: Staying Young. Michael F.

Roizen, M.D. and Mehmet C. Oz,
M.D. Free Press, $26.
Become a Better You. Joel Osteen
Free Press, $25.

lAm America (and So Can You!).
Stephen Colbert. Grand Central,

8

19

$26.99.*
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Reconciliation. Benazir Bhutto.
Harper, $27.95.
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1

9

Real Change. Newt Gingrich.

7

5

10 How Not to Look Old. Charla
5
Krupp. Springboard Press, $25.99.
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11 An Inconvenient Book. Glenn Beck 9
Threshold Editions, $26.
12 The Dangerous Book for Boys.
11
Conn & Hal Iggulden. Collins,
$24.95.

13

Regnery, $27.95.

13 The Age of American Unreason.
Susan Jacoby. Pantheon, $26.
14 The Daring Bookfor Girls. Andrea 15
J. Buchanan & Miriam Peskowitz
Collins, $24.95.
15 Deceptively Delicious. Jessica
Seinfeld. Collins, $24.95.

Last fall, Google announced a
competition to send a spaceship
to the moon that anybody could
enter and the first teamto win
wouldbe awarded a $20 million
grandprize. On Thursday, the
company

$25.
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10

40

1

16

19

*Indicates title has beenreviewed by The
Heights.
Compiled from datafrom independent and
chain bookstores, book wholesalers, and independent distributors nationwide by Publisher's
Weekly.

announcedthat 10

teams have made their entrance
into the competition official
with a $10,000 registration fee,
and it expects between 10 and
20 more teams to enter soon.
TheLunar X project will

be cosponsoredby the X Prize
Foundation, a nonprofit organization that holds competitions
to stimulate the advancementof
technologies that aim to solve
globalproblems. The two main
goals of the project are gaining
insight into the solar system and
hopefullyfinding newsources of
clean energy.
Google hopes to use lunar
materials to make solar power
collectors thatcan produce and
transmit carbon-free energy to
Earth. This ambitiousplanwill
fit in nicely with Google's goal
of developing alternative energy
sources that are less expensive
and less polluting than coal.
The 10 teams that have
entered the competition come
from diverseindustriesaround
the globe. Some of the teams
include: Astrobotic, ajoint
venture between CarnegieMellon University and Raytheon;
Chandah, a team led by a Texas
energy industry entrepreneur;

the Aeronautics and Cosmonautics Romanian Association; and
Team Italia, an association of
Italian universities.
The teams consist mainly
of scientists and the businesspeople that are independently funding the researchand
development of their teams'
spacecrafts. Google will have no
financialrole in the competition
until a team has won, at which
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On Thursday, Google announced that 10 teams have officially entered into the Lunar X competition.
point the $20 million prize and

worldwidepublicity will make
the winning team's investment
worthwhile.
A team must meet several
requirements to win. The spacecraft must have the ability to
roam around the surface of the
moon once it has landedsafely,
collect samples and tap into
natural resources, and transmit
video, images, and databack
to Earth. The first team to accomplish these goalswill receive
both globalfame and the $20
milliongrand prize. Google has
said that it will also give a $5
millionprize to the runner-up
and an additional$5 million in
bonus prizes that will be spread
out among several other sue-

cessful teams.
Googleco-founder Sergey
Brin came up with the ideafor
the competition after talks with
X Prize Foundation CEO Peter
Diamandis and PayPal founder
Elon Musk. Brin has speculated
that Google's contest will likely
be responsible for putting another craft on the moon before
NASA.
Googlehas set a deadlinefor
the endof2012 for a team to
successfully complete its mission. NASA's next lunar mission
is currently scheduled to take
place in 2020. Ifan independent
team does not beat NASA, Orion 15 will be the United States'
seventh lunar landing. This
mission's goal is to startbuild-

ing a lunar outpost on either

theNorth or South Pole of the
moon thatcould serveas a living
quarter andresearch station for
extended missions.
To date, only 12people have
stepped foot on the moon and
all havebeen Americans. The
first moon landing was July 20,
1969 by Apollo 11, andthe last
landingwas that ofApollo 17
on Dec. 11,1972, over 35 years
ago. Since the conclusion ofthe

Apolloprogram, endingwith
Apollo 17, no humanhas even
gone back beyondEarth's orbit.
Matt Sbrogna is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes
commentsat sbrognam@bcheights.

com.

Clinton, Obama debate on health care, Iraq war
By David Espo

AP SpecialCorrespondent
CLEVELAND (AP) - HillClinton and Barack
Obamaclashed over trade,health
care, and the war in Iraq Tuesday
night in a crackling debate at
close quarters one weekbefore a
pivotal group of primaries.
Charges of negative campaign
tactics were high on the program,
ary Rodham

too.

Clinton said Obama's

cam-

paign had recently sent out mass

mailings with false information
about her health care proposal,
adding, "it is almostas though the
health insurance companies and
the Republicans wrote it."
When it was his turn to speak,
Obama said Clinton's campaign
has "constantly sent out negative attacks on us
We haven't
whinedaboutit because I understand that's the nature of these

...

campaigns."
The tone was polite yetpoint-

ed, increasingly so as the 90-minute session wore on, a reflection
of the stakes in a race in which
Obamahas won 11straightprimaries and caucuses and Clinton is
in desperate need of a comeback.
Clinton also said as far as she
knew her campaign had nothing to
do with circulating a photograph
ofObama wearing a white turban
and a wraparound whiterobe presented to him by elders in Wajir,
in northeastern Kenya.
"I take SenatorClinton at her
wordthat sheknew nothingabout
the photo," Obama said.
In one curious moment, Clinton said, "In the last several debates I seem to get the first question allthe time. I don'tmind. I'll
be happy to field it. I just find it
curious if anybody saw Saturday
Night Live, maybe we should
ask Barack if he's comfortable
and needs another pillow." In its
episode last Saturday,the comedy
show ran a feature portraying
the news media as going easy on
Obama, and a questioner asking
at one point if he was comfortable
and neededanother pillow.
The two rivals, the only survivors of a gruelingprimary season,
sat about a foot apart at a table
on stage at Cleveland State University. It was the 20th debate of
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Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton takes the stage with Sen. Barack Obama before the start of the Democratic Presidential Debate at Cleveland State University on Tues., Feb. 27 in Cleveland, Ohio.
the campaign, 10 months to the
day after the first.
The race was far different in
April 2007, Clinton the frontrunner by far. Now Obamaholds
thatplace, both in terms of contests and delegates won. The
two square off next Tuesday in
primaries in Ohio, Texas, Rhode
Island, and Vermont, with 370
delegatesat stake.
Both Obamaand Clinton were
on the receiving end of pointed
questions from Tim Russert of
NBC News, one oftwo moderators
for the event.
Asked whether he was waffling on his pledge of agreeing
to take federal funds for the fall
campaign, Obamasaidhe was still
contesting theprimaries.
"If I am the nominee I will
sit down with John McCain and
make sure we come up with a
system that is fair to both sides,"
he said. Obama could presumably raise far more money than
the federal system provides, but

accepting government money
precludes that.
The equivalent question to

Clinton concerned the income
taxreturns thatshe and her husband, former President Clinton,
file jointly.
"I will release my taxreturns,"
Clinton said, if she becomes the
Democratic nominee. She then
added she might do so "even
earlier," but not before Tuesday's
primary.
The two rivals also debated
NAFTA, the free trade agreement
with Canada and Mexico that is

wildly unpopularwith blue-collar
workers whose votes are critical
in any Democratic primary in
Ohio.
Neither one said they were
ready to withdrawfrom the agreement, although both said they
would use the threat of withdrawal to pressure Mexico to
make changes.
"I have said I wouldrenegotiate NAFTA," Clinton said. "I will

say to Mexico that we will opt out

of NAFTA unless we renegotiate it."
Obamasaid Clinton has tried
to have it both ways, touting the
tradedeal in farm states whereit's
popular whilefinding fault withit
in places like Ohio.
"This is somethingI havebeen
consistent about," said Obama,
who said he went to the American Farm Bureau Federation to
tout his opposition and used it
as an issue in his 2004 Senate
campaign.
"That conversation I had with
the Farm Bureau, I was not ambivalent at all," Obama said.
On the war, both candidates

denounced President Bush's record on Iraq, thenrestated longheld disagreementsover which of
them was more opposed. Clinton
said sheand Obamahad virtually
identical voting records on the
war since he came to the Senate in
2005. The former first lady voted
in 2002 to authorizethe war, at a

time when Obama was not yet in
Congress. Asked whether she'd
like to have the vote back, she
said, "Absolutely. I've said that
many times."
Obama tried to use the issue
to rebut charges that he is illprepared to become commander
in chief.
"The fact is that Senator Clinton often says that she is ready
on day one, but, in fact, she was
ready to give in to George Bush
on day one on thiscritical issue,"
Obamasaid.
Clinton also stumbled at one
point as she tried to pronounce
the name of Dmitry Medvedev,
Russia's first deputy prime minister, who is expected to win
an election to succeed PresidentVladimir Putin on Sunday.
"Whatever," she said after several attempts to demonstrate
she knew his name. Obama also
sought to distance himselffrom
an endorsementfrom Nation of
Islam Minister Louis Farrakhan,

the controversialChicago-based
minister who has made numerous anti-Semitic comments in

the past. Obama said he hadn't
sought the endorsement, andthat
he had denounced the remarks.
Clinton interjected at one point,
saying that in her initial Senate
campaign in New York in 2000,
she was supportedby a group with
virulent anti-Semitic views.
"Irejected it, andsaid it would
not be anythingI wouldbe comfortable with," she said. Clinton
said rejecting support was different from denouncing it, an obvious jab at Obama.
He responded by saying he
didn't see the difference, since
Farrakhan hadn't done anything
except declare his support. But
given Clinton's comments, he
said, "I happily concede the
point and I would reject and
denounce."
The audience applauded at
that. \u25a0
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Welcoming cultural envoys with open hearts and hospitality
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The concert hall is full of
debutants, movers and shakers, and the classicallyminded
of the country. The orchestra
tunes their instruments, while
the audience greets them with
a droneofexcitedvoices. The
lights dim and spirits soar. The
violins are at it - their vibrato
echoes the chills rising in every
audience member's spine; then
the timpani, then the brass and

woodwinds.All the while, the
conductorleads his army of virtuoso performers with emphasis.
And then, thepiece is finished.
Nobleshave fainted with excitement, and the leaderof the
country stands to applaud vehemently; he has been converted
evenbefore the encore. No more
oppression, no more nuclear
program - the lights have finally
beenturned on.
Even with allof my idealism,
I can only in my dreams imagine
this scene on Tuesday evening in
Pyongyang, North Korea, as the
New YorkPhilharmonic Orchestra played a special concert for
thepeople and leadersof that
enigmatic country. I believe in

the power of music, but I doubt
veryhighly that our "diplomats"
have immediately convinced
Kirn Jong-Il to amend the strife
in his country. The importance
of their historic trip must not be
understated, however. They were
allowedinto a country in which
only a handful offoreigners enter every year. In fact, this is the
largest U.S. contingency since
theKorean War of the 19505.
Luckily, there was no exchange
ofbullets this time, only the
exchange ofculture.
It seems as though these
types of exports are the only
acceptableexchangebetween
rival nations. Anything involving
prim diplomats is repugnant,

yet when there is some festive

display of ability (may it be athletic, musical, or artistic), the
"normally contentious" will become the "quitecongenial."The
Bush administrationhas taken a
step back from this contingency,
downplayingits importance as
an American peace envoy. I applaud his tact, because we have
seen these organic exchanges
workbefore.
It was called ping-pong
diplomacy in the 1970s when the
United States and China "talked
it out" overa gameof table tennis; it was called a miraclewhen
the USSR andthe United States
met on the frozen ice ofLake
Placid; it was called War/Dance,

documentarydetailing
Ugandan school children overcoming war-broken circumstances in order to perform at
theNational Music Competition
inKampala; allof these things
cry for peace far louder than the
State Department could ever
yell it.
Will this week's concert in
Pyongyang lead to more formal
relations between the United
States and NorthKorea? History
gives a resounding yes. This was
an introduction on the most
personallevel. There were not
representativesfrom both nations shaking hands and greeting one anotherin the name
of their country's citizens, but
a 2007

rather, the citizens were meeting
citizens directly. There is no
translator necessary when playing Vivaldi. Despite the cynicism
of many, I feel that these cultural tours should happen more
often, not only for the pragmatic
diplomaticreasons but also for
globalenrichment. They must be
balanced, however.
When will the United States
welcomethese cultural envoys
into our country with open

hearts anddeservedhospitality?
Whenever we do, I will have a
ticket to experienceit for myself.

Joseph Zaleski is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at zaleskij@bcheights.com.

William F. Buckley Jr., erudite conservative and critic, dies at 82
she said.
As aneditor, columnist, novelist, debater, and host of the TV
talk show Firing Line, Buckley
NEW YORK (AP) - Wilworked
at a dauntingpace, taking
work,
liam F. Buckley Jr. died at
in his study. The Cold War had as little as 20 minutes to write a
ended long before. A Republican column for his magazine, National
was in the White House.The word Review. Yet on the platform, he
"liberal"hadbeen shunnedlike an was all handsome, reptilian languor, flexing his imposing voill-mannered guest.
cabulary
ever so slowly, accenting
At the end of his 82 years,
each point with an arched brow
much of it spent stoking andriding a right-wing wave as an erudite or rolling tongue and savoring
commentator and conservative an opponent's discomfort with
herald, all of Buckley's dreams wide-eyedglee.
"There's no 'weltschmerz,' or
seeminglyhad come true.
sadness that permeates my
any
"He founded a magazine,
vision,"
he told The Associated
books,
wrote over 50
influenced
the course of political history, Press during a 2004 interview at
had a son, had two grandchildren, his Park Avenue duplex. "There
and sailed across the Atlantic isn't anything Ireasonablyhoped
Ocean three times," said his son, for that wasn't achieved."
PresidentBush called Buckley
novelist Christopher Buckley.
"He really didn'tleave any stone a great political thinker,wit, author, andleader."He influenced a
unturned."
Buckley was found dead in lot of people,including me," the
his study Wednesday morning in president said. "He captured the
Stamford, Conn. His son noted imagination of a lot of people."
But Buckley was also willing
Buckley had died "with his boots
on, after a lifetime ofriding pretty to criticize his own and made no
secret ofhis distastefor at least
tall in the saddle."
His assistant said Buckley some ofBush's policies. In a 2006
interview with CBS, he called the
was found by his cook. The cause
of death was unknown, but he Iraq war a failure.
"Ifyou had a European prime
had been ill with emphysema,
Hillel Italie
AP National Writer

By

minister who experienced what to epater the liberals."
we've experienced, it would be
Buckley once teasedSchlesingexpected that he would retire or er after the historian praised the
resign," Buckley said at the time. rise of computersfor helpinghim
Luck was in the very bones of work more quickly. "Suddenly I
Buckley, blessed with a leading was face to face with the flip side
man's looks, an orator's voice, a ofParadise," Buckley wrote. "That
satirist's wit, and an Ivy League means, doesn't it, thatProfessor
scholar's vocabulary. But before Schlesinger will write more than
he emerged in the 19505, few he would do otherwise?"
imaginedconservativeswould rise
Buckley founded the biweekly
so high, or so enjoy the heights.
magazine NationalReview in 1955,
For at least a generation, condeclaring that he proposed to
servatism had meant the pale stand "athwart history, yelling
austerity ofHerbert Hoover, the 'stop' at a time when no one is
grim isolationism ofSen. Robert inclinedto do so, or to havemuch
Taft, the snarls andinnuendoes of patience with those who urge it."
Sen. JosephMcCarthy. Democrats
Conservatives had been outwere the party ofbig spenders and
siders in both mind and spirit,
"Happy Days Are Here Again." marginalized by a generation of
discreditedstands - from opposRepublicans settled for respectable cloth coats.
ing FranklinRoosevelt'sNew Deal
Unlike so manyofhis peers and to the isolationismthatpreceded
predecessorson the right, Buckley the U.S. entry into World War
wasn't a self-mademan prescrib11. Before Buckley, liberals so
ing thrift, but a multimillionaire's dominatedintellectual thought
son who enjoyedwine, sailing, and
that critic Lionel Trilling claimed
banter and assumed his wishes there were "no conservative or
wouldbe granted. Even historian reactionary ideas in general cirArthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., who culation."
labeled Buckley "the scourge of
"Bill could go to the campus
American liberalism," came to with that arch manner of his.
appreciate his "wit, his passion And he was exciting and young
for the harpsichord, his human and conservative," conservative
decency, even his compulsion authorand columnist GeorgeWill

...

toldthe AP in 2004. "And all ofa
sudden, conservatism was sexy."
In the 19505, "conservatism
was barely a presence at all," Will
said. "To the extent that it was a
politicalpresence, it was a blocking faction in Congress."
The National Review was initially behind history, opposing
civil rights legislation and once
declaring that "the white community in the South is entitledto
take such measures as are neces-

ways," Reagan's widow, Nancy
Reagan, said Wednesday in a
statement.

Buckley's wife, the former Patricia Alden Austin Taylor, died
in 2007 at age 80. Christopher is
their only child. Buckley is also
survived by two brothers and
three sisters.

Christopher Buckley remembers his father's one losing adventure, albeit one happily lost.
William F. Buckley was the Conservative Party's candidate for
sary to prevail."
Buckley also had little use for mayor ofNew York in 1965, wagthe music of the counterculture, ing a campaign that was in part
once calling the Beatles "so una lark - he proposed an elevated
believablyhorrible, so appallingly bikeway on SecondAvenue - but
unmusical, so dogmaticallyinsenthat alsoreflected a deepdistaste
sitive to the magic of the art, that for the liberal Republicanism of
they qualify as crowned heads of Mayor John Y. Lindsay.
antimusic."
"By this time I realized he
The magazine could do little wasn'tjust any other dad," Christo prevent Barry Goldwater's topher Buckley told the AP. "I
landslide defeat in 1964, but as was 13 at the time, andthere were
conservatives gained influence,
mock debates in my fifth grade
so did Buckley and his magahome room class. And there were
zine. The long rise would peak people playing him, so that was
in 1980, when Buckley's good kind of strange.
"And that's when you get the
friendRonald Reagan was elected
sense that your dad is not just
president.
"Ronnie valued Bill's counsel Ozzie and your parents are not
throughout his political life, and Ozzie and Harriet. But he was a
after Ronnie died, Bill and Pat greatdad, andhe was a greatman,
were there for me in so many
andthat's not a bad epitaph." \u25a0
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Check Yearly.
See Clearly-

www.checkyearly.com

Civic Activist, 1978
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Lead. Inspire. Change the World. Again.
Growing up in poverty made me more determined to be productive
and help others. So, I worked as a neighborhood coordinator helping
kids go to the next level. Today, I'm still mentoring young people,
encouraging them to do something positive in their community. Now,
that's inspiring!"
We inspired before. We continue to inspire today. Jointhousands
like me who are still asking what they can do for their country and
community. Discover which opportunity is right for you.

Visit www.getinvolved.gov or call 1-800-424-8867 fTTY: 1 -800-833-3722)
Every New Graduate nurse hired
between now and September 1, 2008
receives an IPod touch.

?

Academic Medical Center

* Student loan forgiveness
of up to $10,000
?
Graduate Nurse Residency Program

life works here.
jsjk>,. Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center
Lebanon New I lampshirc

Corporation jor

p

NATIONALS

COMMUNITY
SERVICE***The Corporation for National and Community Service providesopportunities for Americans of all ages and backgrounds to serve their communities.
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STUDENT

Textbook Buyßack Staff Needed
for $15/HR. Online textbook company needs 20 college students to
staff online textbook buyback events
at local private high schools in May
and June. 10-30 hrs/wk with flex hrs
to fit your sched. E-mail resume to
winnie. imperio@varsitybooks. com.

One-bed condo on corner Foster/
Comm. $230K. Everything freshly
painted, floors redone. New deck
and windows. Laundry, basement
storage, pet-friendly. Call Eric to
show, 508-878-5212.

Instructors needed to present FUN
science activities for kids at schools
& parties. Need car & experience
w/ kids. Training provided. P/T $25/
hr. program. Apply online: www.
madscience.org/greaterboston or
781-899-6006.

Subletters needed for summer
'09. 276 Chestnut Hill Aye. Looking
to sublet to girls. Close to Comm Aye
bus stop and Chestnut Hill T stop.
Double room. Beautiful hardwood
floors and washer/dryer in apartment
unit. Price negotiable. Please e-mail
koesslem@bc. edu.

Subletters needed for spring '09.
Undine Road. Four minutes from
campus. Double and single rooms
available. Beautiful hardwood floors
and a nice backyard. Looking to sublet to girls. Price is negotiable. Please
e-mail bradyko@bc.edu.

Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunies.

lac* T »J

Earth and Sage Medical Spa, 17
Herrick Rd. Newton Centre. Specializing in Botox, dermal fillers, and
chemical peels. Free consultations,
617-244-5060 for appointments.

Participate in Psychology Studies in the Interdisciplinary Affective
Science Laboratory. We pay $10 an
hour. Contact bcpsychlab@gmail.

com for more information.

Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
for more info.

Earn $10. Participate in a psychology study on Word Pronunciation. MALES ONLY. This study
is sponsored by the department of
psychology. If you are interested,
please contact Chansavy Lim at
limcj@bc.edu.

Research participants needed.
Are you interested in discussing
issues of social class at BC? Then
please consider being interviewed
for a sociology senior thesis. Contact
Katherine LaTores at latores@bc.edu
for more information.

The Laughing Medusa is BC's only
women's literature and arts journal.
Creative non-fiction, short stories,
poetry, and visual art of any genre
are accepted. Submissions can be
dropped offat the Women's Resource
Center (McElroy 141) ore-mailed to
wrc@bc.edu.

mail classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!

Parking Spot Available. 25 Gerald
Rd. (less than 5-min. walk to campus)
$150. Please contact Mila at 513-885-6452 or via e-mail at merchan@
bc.edu.

*cV Vie* In I |X*«

Hey Mike Gibson, congrats on 4
great years of dedication to the BC
Women's Basketball team. Enjoy
your Senior Night, you've earned it!
-Jon and Lindsay.

Selling/missing something? Need

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? E-

INSTITUTE OF ART
I LONDON
?
|

NEW YORK ? SINGAPORE

Your pathway to a career in the international art world

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINANCIAL
AID FOR GRADUATE STUDY IN
LONDON, 2008-2009
I Recentfares From Boston to:

New York

RecentfaresFrom Boston to:

$99

Jk London

?

$156

I

?

?
?

Chicago

$201J

Rome

$268

]

Los Angeles

$302

Beijing

$772

I

Master's Degrees/ Postgraduate Diplomas
Semester& Summer Study programmes
ArtBusiness
East Asian Art

£*

?
?

ContemporaryArt
Photography

?

Fine & Decorative Art

?

Contemporary Design

_ ..
jBeP
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WANT TO EARN $10-20? Participate in a psychology research study
in the Tamir Lab! If interested, contact

TamirLab@gmail. com.
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Spring Break Sale!

Cancun, Acapulco & Jamaica
up to $SOO off per roomi

Bahamas, South Padre and Floridaalso available.
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StudentUniverse.com

Limited
Scholarship/financial aid applications must be received by April Ist 2008.
For application forms and more information, please visit our website:

WWW.SOTHEBYSINSTITUTE.COM
Terms: Prices include$5 servicefee. Some taxes andfees additional. Based on actualbookings madeon StudentUniversewithin the past 45 days.
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Minnesota: thefarm systemfor Boston sports dominance
CHARLES MOORE

Minnesota is known to many as the "Land
of 10,000Lakes," or "That state that looks
like it has a face on it..." oh, wait a minute,
that's Montana.
The fact is that people in the Boston area
have trouble pointing out my home state on
a labeled map of the United States. This is a
situation that ought to be rectified, consider
ing much of the success of Boston sports can
be credited to this ill-fated state.
It all started when Kevin McHale, born
and raised in Hibbing, Minn, and a product
of the University of Minnesota, was drafted
third overall by the Celtics in 1980. He averaged 17.9 points and 7.3 rebounds per game
during his 13 seasons with the Celtics that
included three NBA championships.
Unfortunately for the geographically
cursed Minnesota sports fans, the story
doesn't end there. After his playing days,
McHale went back to Minnesota to be the
general manager of the Timberwolves.
After about 13unsuccessful years on the
job, McHale decidedto join forces with his
buddy Danny Ainge, now general manager
of the Celtics, to create a team with as many
stars as Orion's Belt. McHale gave Kevin
Garnett to the Celtics in exchange for five of
the reasons why Boston finished 24-58 the
previous season.
At the Target Center, Garnett's yelling

Gimme that!" while grabbing rebound after
rebound has been replacedby the sounds of
coach Randy Wittman imploring his team to
give him areason to live. These requests can
barely be heard over the noise of the 5,000
people in attendance rushing toward the
exits.

Minnesota has become the equivalent of
the Pawtucket Red Sox because its players
await a call up to the big time of Boston.
It has almost become a rite of passage;
once Minnesota athletes reach superstar status, they are sent to Boston.
Minnesota's stars are banished to Boston
as punishment for bringing too much joy to
theirfans.
It has come to a point that it is a shock
when a star such as Johan Santana doesn't
go the way of Boston. The headline of the
Santana trade was not that he was dealt, but
rather that he wasn't sent to the Red Sox.
Unlike Santana, David Ortiz was signed
by the Red Sox after the Twins let him go in
2002. Since joining Boston, he has made the
All-Star game four times, finished fifth or
higher in the MVP race five times, and won
two World Series.
The Twins had good reason to let Ortiz
go. They had a stud power hitter coming up
through the minors and held out hope that
he would be the kind of hitter that Ortiz is
now. His name was Matt LeCroy. Yes, that's
the same Matt LeCroy who brought Nationals

DAVID ZULUBOWSKI / AP PHOTO

Frank Robinson to tears because he
was so ineffective.
LeCroy can now be found peddling the
streets of Oakland, telling friends, family,
and any media members that will listen that
another major leagueteam, the Oakland Athletics, has given him a spring-training invite.
In March of 2005, after having enough of
the sour attitude of Randy Moss, the Vikings
traded him to the Raiders in exchange for
linebacker Napoleon Harris and a draft pick
that the Vikings used to select wide receiver
Troy Williamson.
In Williamson's three years with the Vikings, he accounted for three touchdowns.
If he keeps this pace up, he will have to play
only 121 more seasons to catch Moss. Williamson was known in the Gopher State for
having hands like feet rather than having the
play-making ability that characterizedMoss
as a Viking.
After a two-year layover in Oakland, Moss
was traded to the Patriots and played exceptionally,recording 23 touchdown receptions
and helping the Patriots achieve an 18-1
record.
Moss has replaced his tendency to use
traffic cops as speedbumps with a reputation as a hard worker who cares only about
winning. He made the other Patriot receivers
better and even taught his coach a thing or
two about leaving gamesbefore they're over.
On top of Moss, Garnett, and Ortiz, Mm"manager

nesota has sent Laurence Maroney,Troy Bell,
Phil Kessel, Manny Fernandez, J.D. Drew,
and Brandon Robinson, to name a few, the
way of Boston in some way or another.
In fact, Ray Allen was drafted by the Timberwolvesbefore a draft-day trade sent him
to Milwaukee, so you might as well add him
to the list too.
The only solace us Minnesotans can take
in this situation is during moments such as
when first baseman and Twins product Doug
Mientkiewicz caught the ball that clinched
the Red Sox's first World Series in 86 years.
It was almost as if we were getting a return on
our investment.

Even though Mientkiewicz wouldhave had
trouble hitting for average in any men's softball league while in Minnesota, he was able to
win a World Series.
He was never able to produce for the
Twins, but, just like the other Twin Cities
exports, he was able to win in Boston.
Minnesota, in the past couple of years, has
handed over three of what are now Boston's
biggest stars, as well as countless other quality players, and we have almost nothing to
show in return.
Minnesota's lone consolationprize is Boston College grad and Timberwolvesforward
Craig Smith. That almostmakes it worth it.
Charles Moore is afreshman in the College of Arts S3
Sciences. He can bereached at sports@bcheights.com.

.

HARAZ N GHANBfIR| / AP PHOTO

Kevin Garnett and David Ortiz are onlytwo of Boston's superstar athletes - a list which also includes Randy Moss, J.D. Drew, and Doug Mientkiewicz - that were groomed and cultivated in Minnesota, the Land of 10,000 Lakes.

Former Eagles QB Ryan unfazed at Combine
By Rachel Cohen
AP Sports Writer

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)- Overhearing an announcement that the Atlanta Falcons had called
tailsand won a coin flip to secure the third pick
in the NFL draft, Matt Ryan interjected, "Tails
never fails."

Ryan had reason to care about how that coin
landed. His future could be influenced by the
outcome of the toss, which broke a tic among
the Falcons, Oakland Raiders, andKansas City
Chiefs.
The former Boston College star, widely considered the best quarterback and one of the top
prospects in the draft, knows the Falcons may
be looking for a quarterback. The player they
thoughtwouldholdtheposition for years, Michael
Vick, is serving a 23-month prison sentence after
pleadingguilty to federalcharges in a dogfighting
operation.

Ryan sounded as though he was lobbying to
be picked by the Falcons on Friday at the NFL
scouting combine.
"It's a great city," Ryan said. "(Owner) Arthur
Blank has done a great job, I think, in Atlanta.
He's made a strong commitment to the city with
everything that's gone on in the past year and has
done it with class. I've got a lot ofrespect for that
organization."
As if joining any franchise as a highly drafted
quarterback isn't hard enough, a spot with a club
trying to rescue its image would carry a unique
set of challenges.
"I certainly think that I could help," Ryan said.

"Community is something that'sbeen important
to me. It was important to me while I was at Boston College. I think I'd be a good fit."
BillyDevaney, the St. Louis Rams' newexecutive vice president of playerpersonnel, evaluated
Ryan while scouting quarterbacks in his previous
job as the Falcons' assistant generalmanager.
"I like everythingabout the guy," Devaney said.
"The intangibles, everything it takes to play the
position, off the field, the leadership, the intelligence,being a team guy, he's got it."
The Miami Dolphins hold the first pick in the
draft. Ryan saidhe has spokenbriefly with general
manager JeffIrelandand coach Tony Sparano.
He had to concede that he wasn'talways a fan
ofMiami's new executive vice president offootball
operations, Bill Parcells.
"He was with the Giants; I always grew up an
Eagles fan," said Ryan, who hails from Exton, Pa.
"He was with the Cowboys, as well. Those were
kind of the two teams I didn't like growing up."
Ryan will run the 40-yard dash at the combine
but will wait until Boston College's Pro Day on
March 18 to throwfor scouts. Hebelieves passing
to receivers he'sfamiliar withwill more accurately
represent his skills.
As he readies for the transition to the pros,
Ryan benefits from the guidanceofhis coachthis
past season, Jeff Jagodzinski, who was an NFL
assistant before taking over at BC.
"Even more so thanthe X'sand O's," Ryan said,
"I think he gives you an ideaof what to expect in
terms ofpreparation, how to breakdowneach day
ofthe week in terms ofwhatyou shouldbe looking
at in terms offilm study." \u25a0

MICHAEL CONROY / AP PHOTO

Matt Ryan, wearinga jersey unfamiliar to Eaglesfans, impressed scouts at the NFL Combine this weekend.
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New month brings crucial series vs* Friars
Men's Hockey Preview, B8
and Boston University and two points ahead of
Providence and Northeastern University. To finish
second, BC must sweep Providence and Northeastern
in its last four games, and Vermont and BU must
each lose at least one game. (Vermont faces UNH
and Maine; BU faces Providence and University of
Massachusetts.) Thelast four games down the stretch
will decidewho has the home-ice advantage in the
Hockey East tournament. Therace for No. 2 is close,
so everygame is critical. " [The season] is a marathon
starting in October. Now we are in a sprint for the
end, coming down Comm Aye," York said.
This weekendmarks the third of the Eagles' four
straightFriday-night home games.The student crowd
has been large and loud at the past two, especially
against UNH with the Thunder Stix. But, as Friday
is the last day ofclasses before spring break, tickets
for the game were not included in student packages.
Students need to have taken it upon themselves to
get tickets and show up to support the team in the
last two home games. In additionto the HockeyEast
regular season and tournament, BC is playing for the
automaticbid to the NCAA tournament awarded to
the HockeyEast tournament champion. "We have to
earn the bid, and we need to play hard through the
rest of our season and the playoffs," York said. \u25a0

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Andrew Orpik and the rest of the Eagles must play extremely well thisweekend against Providence and Northeastern in order to finish second in the Hockey East.

Eagles try for upset of
Tar Heels in round two
From UNC, B8
career, so he has not seen as much playing time as

he would have liked, but he is a good shooter
and ball handler and could give the Eagles
some trouble.
Edge: UNC
Frontcourt
Carolina clearly has the edge in this category
with star Tyler Hansbrough, who averages 23.4
points and 10.5rebounds per game.
He has scored at least 12 points in every
game this season. He will be joined by juniors
Marcus Ginyard (7.4 ppg) and Danny Green
(11.6 ppg), as well as sophomoreDeon Thompson (8.8 ppg).
Hansbrough and Thompsonplayed very well
against BC last time, scoring 18 and 17 points,
respectively.
BC will counter the Tar Heels' strong frontcourt with seniors John Oates and Tyrelle Blair.
Neither of them have great numbers on the
stat sheet, but they are both important contributors on both ends of the court. Coach Al
Skinner will also call upon sophomoreShamari
Spears (10.4 ppg) and freshman Josh Southern
to combat Hansbrough and company. Spears
has been a powerful force near the basket this
year, and Southern, who did not receive a lotof
playing time at the beginning of the season, has

played wellrecently, including a double-double
against Florida State last Saturday.
Edge: UNC
Intangibles
At this point, BC is a team that has nothing
to lose. The Eagles do not have a shot at an
at-large bid to the NCAA tournament andhave
lost nine of their last 10 games. Basically,they
are playing for pride and knocking off the No. 3
team in the land would do wonders for that.
It would also give them some momentum
as they head toward the ACC Tournament,
wherethey wouldneed a miraculousrun offour
straight wins to capture the conference crown
and gain entry to the big dance.
Carolina, on the other hand, will gain nothing from beating the Eagles. It would simply
be a routine victory against a struggling ACC
opponent. A loss to BC, however, wouldbe devastating for the Tar Heels, who have a chance
to be ranked No. 1 next Monday.
Edge: BC
This season has been full of upsets, especially in the ACC. UNC fell to Maryland and
Duke lost to Wake Forest and Miami, all teams
that the Eagles have defeated, so who knows
what will happen.
And although a victory is a huge long shot,
win or lose, BC fans will get to see some great
basketball on Saturday. \u25a0

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CHICAGO SUMMER SESSIONS

Make Chicago Your

suMMERclassroom
?

Lighten your load for next Fall by taking

summer courses.
Get your degree faster. Earn Core, major or
elective credit.
Choose from more than 250 courses offered
in four convenient sessions.
Participate in an internship.
Enjoy Chicago summer fun at beaches,
ballparks, festivals and more.
Study abroad in one of several exciting
destinations.
?Tell high-school students they can earn
college credit at Loyola, too!
?

?

?

?

?

LUYULA

Courses fill fast, so apply
"r't-"/ today!

'
LUC.edu/summer

UNIVERSITY CHICAGO

t Wjfflt |

Preparing people to lead extraordinary lives

JJ

IB

Summer plans?
Look no further.
TUFTS SUMMER SESSION 2008
First Session:
May 21-June 27, 2008

MM

Second Session:
July 1-August 8, 2008
Twelve-Week Session:

\j
\

May 21-August 8, 2008
> Over 250 day and evening classes
> Affordable Tuition
> Outstanding Faculty
> Convenient Subway Access

Registration starts March 3
Your Summer starts here.

http://ase.tufts.edu/summer

\u25a0
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The Eagles will have to contain Wayne Ellington,who is averaging 16.8 points per game and 4.1 rebounds per game.
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EDITOR'S

The Week Ahead
No. 2 North Carolina comes to the
Heights thisSaturday; be there or be
square. Baseball will travel down to
Fort Myers to take on the Boston Red
Sox. Michael BeasleyandKansas St.
look to upset Kansas for the second
time this season.

Standings
Heights staff
David Amstutz
Ira Berman
JessicaIsner

19-8-2

18-10-2
17-11-2
15-13-2

It was a rough weekendforJessica Isner: she managedto go to 0-5. Ouch.
Men's hockey received a beatdown
from Hew Hampshire and women's
hockeysplit its series with BU. Men's
basketball continues to fall in the
ACC, losingto Florida State.

Guest Editor:
Brynne Lee
Asst. Layout Editor
"There's not a lotto do in Kansas."

This Week's Games

BCnotes

Recap from Last Week

Women's Lacrosse
The season did not begin as planned on Sunday, as the
women's lacrosse team dropped its season opener to No. 6
Maryland, 23-10.
The Eagles could not keep up with the high-poweredTerrapin offense, which managed to score six unanswered goals
in the game's first nine minutes. Maryland outshot BC 27-15
in the half. Maryland led the Eagles 15-5 at the beginning of
the second half.
Nine playersregistered points in the game, led by junior
Lauren Fitzpatrick, who had a hat trick.Lauren Costellowas
a huge contributor as well, scoring four points, with a goal
andthree assists. DanaDobbinandLauren Cohen scoredfive
goals apiece to lead the Terrapins.

Men's and Women's Fencing

Jessica Isner
Sports Editor

DavidAmstutz
Assoc. Sports Editor

Ira Berman
Asst. Sports Editor

Brynne Lee

Asst. Layout Editor

Men's Basketball: North Carolina vs. BC

UNC

UNC

UNC

unc

Women's Basketball: Virginia vs. Boston College

BC

UVA

BC

BC

Men's Hockey: Providence vs. Boston College

BC

Split

BC

BC

Baseball:Boston College vs. Boston Red Sox
NCAA Basketball: Kansas St. vs. Kansas

Red Sox

Red Sox

Red Sox

BC

Kansas

Kansas

Kansas

KansasSt.

By winning 84 of their 107individualbouts, themen'sfencing teamfinishedsecond at theNew EnglandChampionships.
The sabre squad was the class of the team, scoring 29 wins
andplacing first. Thefoil squad finished3rd in the standings.
The epee squad finished fourth overall.
The women's team didnot fare as well,finishing in seventh
place following a day of disappointingperformances. They
may have finished in seventh place overall, but the Eagles
did finish fourth in the number of touches scored with 473.
Jenna Colacino had the highest individualfinish on the day,
finishing fourth in the foil. Senior JaneLeahy finished sixth
in the sabre.

The only man who can save Boston College basketball
David Amstutz
Mired in a miserable season, Superfans have
all but desertedthe Boston Collegebasketball
team. Still, diehardswant to know why students
refuse to enthusiastically support the team in
barnburner games like last Sunday's battlefor
llth-place ACC supremacy against the mighty
Virginia Cavaliers.
I don'thave an answer to that question, but I
have found a solution to the problem. It's actually rather simple. Bring along one extra man on
board the basketball train. It cannot just be any
random guy, however. I have a specific person in
mind.
This man is a visionary. He is one of a kind
and considered by many to be the hardestworker
in his profession.
He is a native ofBostonand grew up as the
self-proclaimedbest athlete in his town before
blowing out his knees at Sharon High School and
finding refuge as a fan.
He went to BC, wherehe became an activist
for the basketball program. After founding the
CourtsideClub, which was dedicatedto increasing fan attendance at home games, this student
dressed up as Baldwin during important games.
But this kid was far more than just a promoter. He became a graduate assistant under thenBC basketball coach Tom Davis before moving on
to Stanford and lowa as an assistant coach.

As an assistant, this man worked tirelessly on
the recruiting trail, battlingbig-name schools
for even bigger-nameplayers. (It's worthnoting
that helanded several.) From there, he scoredhis
first head coaching job at Division II Southern
Indiana, wherehe turned a 10-win team into a
22-win squad within a year. After nine years of
ensuring his legacy as the greatest D-II coach
ofall time at SI, he accepted the head coaching
position job at Wisconsin-Milwaukee, wherehe
guided the mid-major Panthers to two NCAA
appearances in four seasons, including a secondround upset of our beloved Eagles.
Now, this man coaches the No. 1 team in the
country and has the collegebasketballworld
mercilessly at his feet.
Meet Bruce Pearl, BC class of '82.
The Tennessee head manis currently the
most eligiblecollege coach in America. He took a
program disheveledby the incompetent coaching
ofBuzz Peterson and turned it into the hottest
ticket in Knoxville, Term. In one year, he took
a 14-17 team that lost its two best players and
turned it into a 22-8 team that won the SEC.
Before I go further, I need to point out that Al
Skinner has done a very goodjob here and probably isn't going anywhere. It wouldbe foolish
to push him out the door, and fans are kidding
themselvesif they think Athletic Director Gene
DeFilippo is going to pull a Tom O'Brien on
Skinner. This basketballteam is going to win
next year, no matter what any skeptics say. But

Eagles show littleflex-ibility
in loss to Virginia Tech

when Skinner says that it's time - whetherfor
greener pastures in the NBA, retirement on the
golf course, a more lucrative college offer, or
even extra playing time in the Plex - it's going to
be time. And DeFilippo could not find a better
candidatethan the anti-Al, Bruce Pearl.
It's obvious that Pearl can win. So can Skinner. But what differentiatesthe two is the ability
to promote. WhenPearl showedup at Tennessee,
the women's basketball program received more
national support than the men's. Fast forward
two years, and men's attendancefigures have
jumpedthrough theroof. In 2005, the Volunteers
averaged 12,225fans per game at ThompsonBolingArena. By 2007, Tennessee was welcoming an average of 19,661fans at the gates - an
astoundingrise of 7,436 supporters.
What Pearl has done is hit the recruiting trail.
But hisfocus extendsfurther than high school
gyms and the AAU circuit. Pearl doesn't limit
himselfto star 18-year-oldkids. He goes after
fans. Weeks after he was hired in 2005, Pearl was
leading seminars with apathetic Volunteer supporters detailinghis plansfor restoring Tennessee basketball.
He traveled to Memphis, Chattanooga,
Nashville, Jackson - anywhere in the state where
boosters could handle his enthusiasm. It worked.
People gravitated towardthe guy and now love
him.
Pearl is the ultimatepeople's person. When
he's not doublingas a painted-up UT frat boy

on the

sidelines ofwomen's games, he's repping
his orange coat and tic that wouldlook more
appropriate at a '70s theme party than on the
sidelines.
When he's not out liftinghis players in the
weight room, he's giving ESPN's Erin Andrews
bear hugs that prove his über-masculinity. His
enthusiastic display at halftime with Andrews
last Saturday night spoke louderabout his willingness to bottle her up than Memphis's efforts
to contain Chris Lofton.
You have to give the guy kudos. He's the ultimate man's man, and just a collegekid livingthe
dreamin an old guy's body.
When Skinner moves on, BC needs to find
a wayto bring Bruce back home. Granted, he
wouldcommand upward of $2 million per season,
and the athletic departmenthas never spent that
much money on a coach. But with the appropriate help from Father Leahy, DeFilippo would
never have any monetary concerns.
BC has an endowmentof $1.75 billion. What
better way to invest a fraction ofthat money
than in a coachwho could generate revenue on
his own? Pearl's thekind ofcoach that would not
only win (he's the secondfastest Division I coach
to reach 300 career wins), but hewould also pack
Conte Forum and raise money for the school.
Not bad for a guy that started as Baldwin.
David Amstutz is the associate sports editor of The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.

GET INTO THE BALLGAME.
Write for SPORTS.

tiple screens to help create mismatches, open
up cutting lanes and elbow jump shots, and
TheBoston College Eagles are the Hoosiers. a variety of cuts that overwhelm the defense
Ok, let me rephrase that, the BC Eagles are leadingto easy baskets.
Now if you've seen any of the Eagles' games
the Hickory High basketball team from about
this
year, you know how their offense starts;
minutes
movie
the first 45
of the
Hoosiers. The
comparisons go right down to when headcoach the point guard will dribble up the floor and
Al Skinner was basically asking for a technical pass to a big man who flashes up. The opposite
on Tuesday night just like coach Norman Dale big man will screen the guard on his side who
did to ignite his squad of high schoolers. The will cut toward the basket, the big man will
frustration was showing in Skinner alongwith then flash up and the process is started all
every Eagles fan as they witnessed another over again. This is the Eagles' primary halfcourt set, meaning it's what they run every
demoralizingdefeat.
Rememberthe beginning of the movie when time down the floor. Virginia Tech was able to
play off BC's predictability all night, and had
Gene Hackman's character (Dale) tries tirelessly to get the Hickory High Huskers to adapt it not been for a good defensive effort by the
to his style of play. Dale preaches conditioning, Eagles in the first half, the score could have
man-to-man defense, and a structured offense been a lot worse.
The Eagles were running into problems
with "five players on the floor functioning as
one single unit: team, team, team - no one from their very first pass on Tuesday night.
The Hokies were denying whichever big man
more important than the other." That structured offense with a team concept is everything was to flash up top and immediately derailed
that embodiesthe flex offense and seems to be BC's offensive attack. The Eagles would then
be set back and be forced to start their offense
a strategy that these Eagles can't seem to wrap
in an unfavorable spot on the floor and lose
their minds around.
valuable seconds off the shot clock, and those
in
say
To
the Eagles struggled offensively
their 67-48 loss to Virginia Tech on Tuesday lost seconds are the most important aspect.
night wouldbe like saying that HerbieHancock Now if you break this down, you will see where
winning the Album of the Year award over BC has trouble; if it takes the Eagles nine
Kanye West and Winehouse was an upset: It's seconds to get the ball over half court and esa huge understatement. The Eagles shot just tablishtheir offense, and then anotherfive to
31 percent (18-58) from the field, were held eight seconds to recollect themselves after the
to their lowest point total since their loss to first pass is taken away, they are left with just
Robert Morris, and were having a hard time around 20 seconds to run their entire offense.
finding quality looks at the basket all night That is why so many times this season - and
long. Every team has a shooting slump, but I especiallyon Tuesdaynight - we've witnessed
think Tuesday night's game showed that BC's Tyrese Rice, Rakim Sanders, or another Eagles
problems run far deeper than a simple off playerurgently heaving up an off-balance jump
night and have more to do with the offensive shot that rarely finds the twine. This trend was
- ->i|Tmi>w«m
(~..*.*t**"
evident in the way the Eagles shot -18 from
approach the Eagles are taking.
behind the arc, because they were not shootCoach Al Skinner's entire offensive system revolves around one piece of basketball ing open threes, but contested ones late in the
ideology: the Flex Offense. He has had great shot clock.
I'm not saying the flex is a bad offense, far
success with it in the past, and players such
Fence. Maybe Rice will pull a Jimmy Chitwood
as Jared Dudley and Troy Bell have thrived from it. I ran the flex in high school and loved Rice is much more dangerous in a catch-andit
because
a
undersized
man
shoot
role
rather
than
and join the team again next season. Who
mostly
(very)
big
caught
getting
trying
you
within this setup. For those of
unfamiliar
to salvage possessions at the end of the shot knows, maybe we could be the lovable underdog
with what the flex offense is, here's a quick like me loved isolating slower, less mobile opponents and getting opportunities to practice clock. Dudley was able to use the system to his who upsets a powerhouse, say Duke or UNC, in
crash course.
the lost art of the mid-range jumper. I just feel advantage by muscling up smaller defenders the ACC championship next March. For now,
popularized
The flex offense was
in the
however, the Eagles are relegated to getting
1970s and is carried on today by former BC the Eagles don't have the personnel to handle and bursting by bigger, slower opponents.
We'll see if the Eagles can transformthemblown out by the likes of Virginia Tech due to
coach and now head coach of Maryland, Gary the flex offensebecause their big men often get
caught up top, unable to handle the pressure selves into the HickoryHigh Huskers of thelast a complete lack of offensive "flex-ability."
Williams, Gonzaga coach Mark Few, and Skinand aren't mobile enough to open up the floor 45 minutes of the movie between now and next
ner. Although there are many different looks a
"flex" offense can be run out of, the principles for the rest of the team. Also, Sanders would season. Let's see ifSkinner starts straying from Brad Zak is afreshman in the Carroll School of Manbe better utilized slashing from the wing, and the flex and maybe tries running the Picket agement. He can be reached at sports@bcheights.com.
are usually the same. The flex offense uses mulBrad Zak

Meetings are at 5 p.m. on
Monday in the Eagle's Nest.
E-mail sports@bcheights.com
with any questions or concerns.
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Numbers to Know

2

Hokie Poked & Turned Around
Eagles shoot 31
percent and lose for
the ninth time in 10
games with UNC next

The men's fencing team finished in second place at the
New England Championships
this weekend.

8

By Joseph DeMaio
Heights Staff

Men's hockey team's ranking
following its back-to-back
losses to New Hampshire this
past weekend.

10
Shots missed out of 16 attempts by guard Tyrese Rice
in Tuesday night's loss to Virginia Tech.

11
Home runs hit by the baseball team in three games this
season.

Talk of the Heights
"The thing is, as I told
them in the locker room,
we've got to make up our
minds ifwe're going to
come out and compete and
at least show a little pride
within ourselves. But the
fact of the matter is, we're
going to have to at least
fight back. "

?Al Skinner
Men's basketball Head
Coachfollowing the
Eagles' loss to Virginia
Tech

HOCKEY

EAST
Standings
As of Feb. 6
New Hampshire
Boston University
Vermont
Boston College
Northeastern
Providence
UMass-Lowell
Massachusetts
Maine
Merrimack

Overall
17-4-2
12-8-3
11-7-5
10-7-6
11-10-2
10-9-4
8-11-4
6-12-5
6-14-3
6-15-2

ALAN KIM / AP PHOTO/THE ROANOKE TIMES

Virginia Tech guard Deron Washington drives past Tyrese Rice during theHokies victory.

Needing a big win before facing No.
3 North Carolina on Saturday, Boston
College traveled to Blacksburg, Va. on
Tuesday to face the Hokies of Virginia
Tech. Unfortunatelyfor the Eagles, the
Hokies' 67-48 dominatingperformance
was not the boost of confidence that
the Eagles were hoping for going into
Saturday's game.
After 20 minutes ofback-and-forth
play in the first half, Virginia Tech held
a slim 25-20 halftime lead overBC. The
Eagles startedthe half incrediblyslowly,
and it took them5:13 to score theirfirst
basket ofthe game.
Overall, the Eagles shot 32.1 percent
from the floor in the half on nine-of-28
shooting.
Despite their shootingwoes, BC kept
the game close through defensive intensity, forcing 10 turnovers on the half,
and holding the Hokies to just over 40
percent shooting from the floor.
Freshman guard Rakim Sanders led
the way for the Eagles witheight points
in the half, draining two shots from
beyond the arc. Tyrese Rice struggled
to find an offensive rhythm in the first
half, going three for nine from the floor
for just six points.
J.T.Thompson ledthe Hokies scoring
effort witheight points on three-for-five
shooting, while Jeff Allen grabbed six
rebounds for the Hokies.
Once the second half started, the
Eagles were unable to do anything to
stop the Hokies from executing their
game planto perfection. The defensive
intensity that kept the Eagles in the
game in the first half was absent in the
second.
TheHokies openedthe half, jumping

By Brian Winne

Heights Staff

After a poor performance at Virginia
Tech on Tuesday night, the BostonCollege men's basketball team returns to
Conte Forum on Saturday for a showdown with North Carolina, the No. 3
team in the nation.
The Eagles fell to UNC 91-69 on Jan.
31 in Chapel Hill. BC was able to stay
with Carolina through most of the first
half, but the Tar Heels went on an 11-point run going into halftime and never
lookedback. Here's how the two teams
match up:
Backcourt
Atpoint guard, Tyrese Rice is aforce
to be reckoned with for the Eagles,
averaging 20.6 points per game (ppg).
The junior led all scorers with 20 points
in the last match-up with UNC. He has
been able to put up big numbers against
some ofthe marquee point guards in the
country, including Duke's Greg Paulus

and UVA's Sean Singletary.
Opposing Rice for the Tar Heels is
Ty Lawson who averages 13.6 points
per game and scored 16 against BC in
January. He is one of the fastest guards
in the country but struggles with decision-making. He will havehis hands full
against Rice.
At shootingguard, sophomore Wayne
Ellingtonwill see the majority of the
minutes for Carolina. Ellington averages 16.8 points per game and is lights
out from the free-throw line. Ellington
will be opposed, for the most part, by
freshman Rakim Sanders, who has had
a strong rookie season for the Eagles
averaging 11 points per game.
Also seeing some time in the backcourt will be BC freshman Biko Paris
and UNC junior Bobby Frasor. Paris
has been off and on all season, averaging 6.2 points per game. Frasor has
been plagued by injury throughout his

See UNC, B6

Game to Watch
Men's Basketball

UNC

No. 3 North Carolina comes to Conte
Forum to take on the Eagles. BC may
have no NCAA tournament in its future,
but an upset of UNC wouldmake some
headlines.
Saturday, March 1,3:30 p.m., ABC

back. They dominated the boards,
grabbing 50 rebounds to BC's 33 of the
Eagles, and outshot the Eagles from
the floor, shooting 42.9 percent to BC's
31 percent.
The man-to-man defense that the
Eagles employed for much of the half
was unable to slow down the Hokies offense, while the Hokies defensive effort
overwhelmedany attempt by the Eagles
to establish an offensiverhythm.
The Hokies only gave up four turnovers in the second half, and without
the errors slowing down their offense,
the Hokies were able to uitilize their
fast break.
"The Hokies were able to get after
us in the second half," said assistant
coach Bonzie Colson. "They were great
in transition and really able to show off
their team speed. Even after we scored,
we had to run back on defense in order
to stop the fast break."
Virginia Tech had four players in
doublefigures, ledby Jeff Allen's doubledouble, consisting of 10 rebounds and
13 points. J.T. Thompson also scored 13
points, while guardA.D. Vassallo scored
12 points, all in the second half. Seven
came in Virginia Tech's 18-4 run at the
beginning of the second half.
Forward Deron Washington put 10
points onthe board, andfreshman guard
Malcolm Delaney had eight points and
eightrebounds for the Hokies.
BC was only able to put two players
into double figures - Sanders and Rice.
Rice ended the game with 15 points, a
markthatled all scorers, but onlyhit six
ofhis 16 shots, while Sanders put up 13
points on five-of-U shooting.
Corey Raji, who started the game,
had seven points and 10 rebounds, while
Tyrelle Blair and John Oates combined
for one point on 0-for-nine shootingand
just five rebounds.
"With a young team, there are a lot of
peaks and valleys over the length of the
season," Colson said. "Unfortunatelyfor
us, we happen to be in a valleyright now,
but eventually we will be able to reach
some peaks." \u25a0

Tobacco and Co
Road Converge

LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTS EDITOR

With the season nearing an end, BC needs to show up ready to win againstthe Friars.

Crucial two-game
series for Hockey
By Diana C. Nearhos
Heights Editor

Boston
vs.
College

out to a 43-24 leadby going on an 18-4
run, andfrom thatpoint on, neverlooked

GERRY BROME / AP PHOTO

ACC playerof theweek Tyler Hansbrough averages 23.4 points and 10.5rebounds per game.

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

Hail Minnesota

We've noticed a trend: Boston uses Minnesota
as afarm leaguefor its superstars. B7

As the regular season nears its end,
the games become more and more crucial for Boston College's men's hockey
team. There is a tight race for the positions behind University of New Hampshire, who clinched the regular-season
Hockey East title last weekend against
the Eagles.
This weekend, BC, currently ranked
fourth, faces Providence College,who is
two spots belowtheEagles in thestanding. The teams facedoff onceearlier this
year. The Eagles suffered a loss to the
Friars on their homeice, for the first time
in five years, on Feb. 1.
Part of Providence's edge in that
game came from its ability to kill the
power plays. BC, who hadthe No. 1power
play in the nation at the time, had four
opportunities, including one in thefinal
minutes, but was unable to come away
with a goal.
Tyler Sims made the difference in
that game. He had a .947 save percentage
with 36 saves, only allowing two goals

The coolest coach in college basketball

Why Bruce Pearl is the only man who can save Boston
Collegebasketball.B9

despite the many attempts.

Sims is currently ranked second in
the Hockey East, behind UNH's Kevin
Regan, in goals against average (2.1099),
save percentage (.922), and shutouts
(two). The Eagles need to have more success against Sims than they had against
Reganlast weekend.
Both the Eagles and the Friars are
coming in to the home-and-homeseries
offtough previous weekends. BC fell to
UNH losing its chance at the regularseason title. Providence suffered an
upset at the hands ofMerrimackCollege,
losing 2-0 and 3-4. The two teams have
each hit a rough patch and are struggling
to regain momentum. BC is 1-3 for the
last four games, andProvidenceis 1-4-2
for the last seven. BC head coach Jerry
York said, "We arejusttwo teams trying
to make a late-season change."
BC, who lost in thenational championship last year, is now fighting for second or third place in the regular-season
Hockey East. The Eagles currently sit
one point behind University of Vermont

See Men's Hockey Preview, B6
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Christina Ricci

chats about her
'Penelope' experience
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The Calendar
Thursday
KELLER WILLIAMS
Somerville Theatre

Sunday
ENGLISH BEAT
SomervilleTheatre

KINKY
Middle East

BLUE MAN GROUP
Charles Playhouse

Friday
JVlOllClay

Harpers Ferry

CHICK COREA AND BELA FLECK
Symphony Hall

MATT COSTA
Paradise Rock Club

STRIKE ANYWHERE, RIVERBOAT
GAMBLERS
Middle East

STEVE EARL
SomervilleTheatre

Saturday
GAVIN DEGRAW
Paradise Rock Club

Tuesday
patmcgee

Harpers Ferry

LEVON HELM BAND
Orpheum Theatre

WTialtlswkoi:FngearA
nd rnett
On Wednesday, Feb. 13, Will Ferrell made a special appearance at
Boston College,fulfilling his hosting dutiesfor the Funny or Die Comedy
Tour. On a cold, rainy winter's day, the star, safelytucked away in Conte
Forum, spent the afternoon meetingwith journaliststo discuss the show
and his forthcomingfilm. Ferrell, clad in Puma, was waiting as the panel
Joseph Neese
enteredtheroom. Leaving for a moment, he retrieved Will Arnett, who had
been added to the BC show as a special master ofceremonies. It was no surprise to see Canadian
Arnett sporting a black BC cap, as his wife, SNL star Amy Poehler, is an esteemed graduate ofBC.
Ferrell said that whenhe entered the building he knew history was about to be made.
As a group of journalists seated themselves alongside me for an interviewpanel, Ferrell commented, "So there's a lot of tension at the table." That was easy for him to say, as his commanding
presence easily tookcontrol of the room. His role in Semi-Pro, an R-rated spoofof professional
basketball that is set to open this weekend,has alreadygarneredconsiderablebuzz. Ferrell, dressed as
hischaracter Jackie Moon,was recently chosen as the first male to be featured in Sports Illustrated'%
swimsuitedition alongside HeidiKlum.
The film centers around Ferrell, who is the owner, publicist, coach, and power forward of the
Flint Tropics, a formerAmerican BasketballAssociation (ABA) team in the 19705. One journalist
instantlypointed to the fact thatFerrell once again made a '70s movie, following in the footsteps of
Anchorman.Ferrell'sresponse: "There aren't many." He explainedthatthe periodwas a byproduct
of the film, as it was about the ABA, andthat leaguewas active in the '70s.
For thefilm, Ferrell sported an afro to stay trueto thefeel ofwhat herefers to asan "intrinsically
funny" decade. "That was six months of focusing on hair growth, and I did it," said Ferrell, while
others argued that it could not be done.
The big question for Arnett, who Ferrell jokingly referred to as Mrs. Poehler, was, of course,
whetheror not there will be an ArrestedDevelopmentfilm. He responded thatfor thefirst year after
filming, the idea was not discussed. However, "in the last six months people started talking about
it," he said.
History was indeed made at BC, but how will it be written at the box office with its
rating?

WedllCSday

BILL COSBY
Opera House
THE BLACK HOLLIES
The Abbey Lounge

THE BLACK CROWES
Somerville Theatre

i
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EditorO
s' bsessions
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief
A true red is hard to wear - and may
blend in with the carpet - but this brighter
version, as the "colorof Oscar night," was
flattering and memorable on stars like
Katherine Heigl, Heidi Klum, and Miley
Cyrus.

Jessica Isner, Sports Editor
When the Oscar for Best SupportingActress was being presented, there was only one
thought running through my head: If Amy
Ryan wins, does Casey Affleck get to accept
with her? I loved him in his amateur days,
and now he'sallgrownup andreminding the
worldwhat a waste oflife his brother is.

Joseph Zaleski,Executive Assistant
Am I the man of constant sorrow? Not
when I am clogging to bluegrass, the traditionalAmerican music. I celebrate my
Southern roots by listening to the "jamgrass" of Railroad Earth or the old-timey
picking of Ralph Stanley and the Clinch
Mountain Boys.

IMAGES

GO GLE
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COURTESY

PHOT S

On Friday, Jennifer Lopezfinally welcomed
twins with her husband ofalmost four years,
Marc Anthony. No names have been released,
but Lopez's daughter was born at 12:12 a.m.,
while her son was born just 11 minutes later.
The star's managerreleased a statement to
People that "Jennifer and Marc are delighted,
thrilled, and over the moon." Lopez had
discussed before that she wasn't sure if she
would be a working mother, but the
"actress" has signed on to star
in the movieLove andOther
Possible Pursuits, which
begins shooting later this
year.
The twins are Lopez's
first children, but the
fourth and fifth for Anthony. Leah Remini,
formerKing of Queens
star and Lopez's best
friend, says the singer is
"a born mom." She said,
"She's just so giving and
loving."
Ex-boyfriendDiddy, who
is also the father of twins,
had some good advice
for the new parents:
"It's double the love,
and it's also double
the crying and the
screaming, so it's a
unique blessed situation."

-

Less than two weeks after splitting from
fiancee Sophie Monk, Benji Madden has found
a new girlfriend,Paris Hilton. A source confirms that the two are dating and "it's pretty
serious."No, it is not. When are these people
going to stop lying? I still can't tell if I like a
T-shirt two weeks after I buy it. Anyway, during thepast few days, thepair has been spotted
partying at home in St. Louis, shopping at Fred
Segal inL.A., and having lunch with Maddens
mother. The "relationship" is just a
little strange considering that Hilton's
k best friend, Nicole Richie, recently
welcomeda daughterwith Benji's
twin brother, Joel.
In case anyone didn't believe me when I reported a few
weeks ago that Angelina Jolie
was expecting(Mom, I am talking to you), it now is official.
Jolie showed up to the Film
Independent's Spirit Awards
L on Saturday in a curve-hugging black dress, which
revealed a rather large
baby bump. A source
close to the expectant
couple tellsPeoplethey
are "thrilled to be adding to theirbrood."
Right now the internationalfamily consists of Maddox (6),
Pax (4), Zahara (3),
andShiloh(l).
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+TV

American2dolatry

What We're Watching
Next time you are in New York City and
feel the need to hail a cab, keep a keen eye
I out for van taxis - your driver many just be
! Ben Bailey, and you may just find yourself
j on Cash Cab, the TV game show that takes
i placeright in his car. Afteryou tell him where
| you are going, Ben, the stand-up comedian
\u25a0 turned television host, will drive you there
while asking questions. Along the way, if
you avoid three missed questions and stop
for the "Red Light Challenge,"you can rack
up some substantial cash. It airs daily on the
Discovery Channel. (By the way, always go
_double or nothing.)
For all of you History Channel buffs,
we are also watching The Universe.
Episodes will be airinaonMarch 17
There is no better showuo take a nafp to
thanHowIt's Made, airing every day at
various times on Discovary Chanriel.
|

?Lost? and found

Everyone

with Guest Editor Tue Tran

you, squeeze your head off, and dangle
you from my rearview mirror." Stick to
the furry dice, Paula.
Wednesdaywas prettyboring. Remember in season three whenthe top four were
girls? It won't be thatway this year.
Carly Smithson, who had arecord deal
before Idol butcouldn't sell, sang "Crazy
On You" by Heart well.It's unfair, though,
because this show is aboutfinding undiscovered talent. If she didn't gain success
the first time
Amanda Overmyeris the only female
with a unique sound, but she's probably
not marketableto the Idol-agedwatchers.
In her performance, she caught the ears of
GuitarHero players by singing "Carry On
My Wayward Son" byKansas. Hervocals
were strong, distinguishing her from the
rest. Unfortunately, the striped hair and
glittery pants were not helping her. But
she's going to be one of the final contestants ifAmerica votes on talent.
The final performance on Wednesday,
usually the best, wasn't all that great.
Asia'h Epperson should haveknown better than to sing "All By Myself," a song
by Eric Carmen that has become one of
Celine Dion's signaturepieces. When one
is comparedto CelineDion, he or she will
neverwin. Song choice is stressed every
year. Was she not paying attention?
I can't wait until they get to the big
stage, as the excitement of the audience
was palpable during the performances.
Maybe then I won't be distracted so

...

Since I have a short attentionspan, I
was watching the presidential debate online while watchingAmerican Idol.This
new structure drags the process on, and I
just want the top 12 now.
My biggest realization was that there
area lotofmalessimilarto those inprevious contestants. DannyNoriegareminded
me too much of Sanjaya Malakar while
singing "Superstar" by the Carpenters. I
justhopehe doesn't waste everyone'stime
by being voted further.
Jason Yeager reminds me of Taylor
Hicks. Maybe it was just the song("Without Love" by the Doobie Brothers) or
because ofthe way he shook his hips, but
we all know how successful Taylor has
been. Simon said that he sounded like he
was drunk at a party
I've heard drunk
people sound better.
David Archuleta drew my attention
back by singing "Imagine"by John Lennon. Simon said he's the one to beat - and
easily.
I'd have to agree. But the weirdest com-

BC TUBE
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has one pop-cul-

ture moment that they hold

above allothers. Some people
camped in a line for days to
see the Star Wars prequels. Others donned
their horn-rimmed glasses and lightning
scars for the release of the seventh literary installmentof Harry Potter. Me? Although I did waitfor a solid nine months
for my moment, I didn't need quite the
same amount of preparation. Before the nine p.m. hour, I walked into my kitchen,
only to decide against any food for fear of accidental asphyxiation after something
inevitably shocking happened. I am talking about the fourth season premiere of the
epic ABC drama, Lost. I was literally on the edge ofmy seat, as an insane Hurley became the third memberof the Oceanic Six - the only survivors of the crash ofOceanic
Flight 815 -or at least the only survivors that made it back to civilization. Since then,
more castaways have been revealed in the telling flash-forwards. One ofmy favorite
characters, Sayid, was shown as a contract killer working for - gasp - Ben.
But last week's episode has been the best of the season, showing Kate's postisland journey. While we knew that Kate got off the island after the brilliance that
was the third season finale, we did not know what circumstances she was living in.
Was she still running from the law? Last Thursday's show told us no. She got out of
her sentence because of "outstanding character." Jack even vouched for her on the
witness stand, lying under oath about what happened on that fateful first episode we
all watched four years ago. He stated that Kate was the first person off the plane that
helped everyone else to safety, giving her creditfor his own role as island leader. He
also lied about the deathof the agent taking Kate into custody, saying that he perished
because ofthe crash instead of a gunshot to the
head, a la Kate.
The biggest shocker of the episode? Kate
playing the part of motherto Claire's baby boy
Aaron. Even though my Lost-savvy roommate
predicted this plot twist towardthe beginningof
the show, I was notready for that turn. But why
didn't Claire get off the island ifCharlie's death
was supposed to ensure it? I'm not sure, but I
will say that after my nine-month anticipation,
I was not disappointed.Lost holds the title of
my favorite pop culture moment - that is, until
'N Sync stages a reunion tour.

ment was from Paula: "I want to squish

CLOSE-UP
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A Raisin in the

Sun's

Sean Combs

rilf Wl

with Blair Thill
We haveknown him as Puff Daddy, P. Diddy, and Diddy - evenas Jennifer Lopez's
rapper boyfriend. But now Scan Combs has chosen to revert to his birth name as a sign
of his desire to be viewed as a serious actor. And serious he was in the made-for-TV
movie A Raisin in the Sun. Combs convincingly stars as Walter Lee, a frustrated man
living in an estrogen-dominatedfamily. All Walter wants is to establish himself as the
headof the family, to establishhis worth as a man. To do this, Walter enters into a shady
business partnership to buy a liquor store. He goesbehind the backs ofhis family and
uses his deceasedfather's insurance check to finance the operation. It is a tragic story of
an black family trying to succeed in a white-dominatedsociety.
Combs is successful in shedding his tough-guy rapper image to morph into this
sensitive, complex character. He shines through the unfortunate circumstances of the
movie and proves himselfto be a legitimate actor.
THURSDAY, FEBURARY 28, 2008 the SCENE
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Ms. Jackson lacks mature ?Discipline?
By JaNee Allen
For The Heights

Ms. Janet Jackson strikes again with her
new album Discipline, but she proves that
sometimes discipline is simply not enough.
One weakness of the album is definitelythe
nine introductions in which Jackson givesus
useless flashes and insights into her world.
The soft whispers and giggles about "naughty things"
in these introductions are
something that she has been
exploring in her past albums,
and that she should really
outgrow. The most frustrating
thing about this album is that
Jackson has not grown musically since 1997's Velvet Rope
album, when her openness
about her sexuality was novel.
Now, 11 years later, she is simplyresting on
the female sexual empowerment movement
popularized in the late '90s. With characters
like Britney Spears and Li-Lo running around
flashingtheir goodies, Janet's breathymoans
and lyrics about "sexy strobe lights" leave
a little too much to the imagination in an
extremely cheesy way. In the world where
her very ownwardrobemalfunction was the
hot topic at every water cooler, this album
leaves us waiting and hoping for something
new and provocative from Jackson.
Disciplineis an over-manufacturedpiece
that shows off the producer's ability to mix
and master morethan it doesJackson's ability
to perform. The worst of these tracks includes
"Rock With U," which is some kind of techno
thing with computer-generatedvoices used
as background vocals, and "So Much Betta,"
which uses yet another computer-generated
voice boasting, "I can do what she can'tdo."
These songs beg the question, what happened
to the Rhythm Nation days when Janet not
only sang and danced, but she embodied a
sort ofsexy confidence that inspired people
like Britney Spears to attempt to reach her
level? With this new album, Jackson is lower-

1. Sleep Through the Static

Jack Johnson

2. Back to Black
Amy Winehouse
3. As I Am
Alicia Keys
4.2008 Grammy Nominees
Various artists
5. River: The JoniLetters

Herbie Hancock
SOURCE: BILLBOARD.COM

ing the bar that she set, causing her true fans
to shake their heads, and people who only
know of her because of the infamous Super
Bowl incident to wonder why she's famous
in the first place.
Somethingelse to consider whenlistening
to this album is that Janet Jackson is a 41year-oldwoman
who is singing
about dancing
all night in the
clubs and about
her sexual exploits. By not allowing her muJwasy
sic to mature as
she has, Jackson is making a mockery qitit of
herself, and this album is a sad exploitation
of her bad taste. At 41 years old, Janet is by
no means an old woman who should be cast
away in the wasteland of has-beens, but she
should be wise enough to choose her lyrics
in a way that does not portray her in an map
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propriate fashion.
Although this album has a lot more bad than
good, there are a few tracks that are tolerable
in a pop kind of way. The gem of the album
comes in the first single, "Feedback," which
boasts a pulsing beat that grows on you, and
when you succumb to it, you just want to be
on the dance
floor. The
second track
that doesn't
have you
screaming in
frustration
is "Luv," a
feel-good
that reminds you of summer love,
which is good, if you like that sort of thing.
Overall, Jackson's Disciplineis formulaicwith
a dash of techno, a pinch ofsexy, and a liberal
helping ofsugary sweet synthesizedmelodies.
All of thisresults in a distorted shadowofwhat
made Jackson great in the first place. D

"Jackson has tfc*t graven musically ,

$jryce
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sexuality

novel*

scary, actually. I forgot how much you can fit
into a daywhen you're not sleeping, eating, or
socializingat reasonable hours.
What's more is that I'verealizedthese times
when I'm most concerned with schoolwork
wMuintshdcNWole ong always seems to correlate with thosefreak-out
moments over finding a summer internship or
and
both
don't
have
timefor
this.
seniorthesis topic or generalpurpose in life. I'll
You
I
There are just a few more days until glori- tell you, it's the pits.
ous spring break, but gosh darnit there's still
So what is there to say about music this
so much to do. I mean, you should probably week? Well, just thatit's helping me get through
just put this newspaper down right now. It's this stress has been something worthwhile.
not like you can do the crosswordwhile taking With vacation approaching fast, sometimes all
a midterm.
I need to re-center my focus is to justspend a
the SCENE

Flo Rida ft. T-Pain
2. "With You"
Chris Brown

Albums

Maybe it's because I was abroadlast semes-

4

1."Low"

3. "Don't Stop the Music"
Rihanna
4. "No One"
Alicia Keys
5. "Love Song"
Sara Bareilles

ter and am still not back in the groove of the
"fast-paced college life" schedule. It's pretty

on

Chart Toppers

Songs

In Stores
March 4

:

Black Crowes

Warpaint
SilverArrow

/

couple minutes with Stevie (Wonder or Nicks,
they both work).
It's a meditation of sorts, a way of removing
yourself completely from your timeand place
(Bapst Library, your stinky study lounge, etc).
Now, don't judge
a carefully-chosen song
can recharge you more than you think, and all
it takes are a few simple decisions.
First of all, time and space travel are key.
The more foreign, the better. Joe Dassin's "Les
Champs-Elysees"or Enrique Iglesias'"Dimelo"
are wonderful examples. Among others for
jukebox-therapy, I rely on XC and the Sunshine Band's "Keepit Comin' Love," Prince's
"When You Were Mine" and Dave Dee's "Hold
Tight" (from Grindhouse) to get me out ofmy
homework funks. All are upbeat, silly, and

...

Whiskeytown
Strangers Almanac
Geffen Records

ALL ALBUM COVERS COURTESY OF AMAZON.COM

ridiculous; danceable,at best. Mika's "Love
Today"? Perfect. The emphasis here is on
toe-tappabilityand feeling good.A quick fix
ofany and all ofStevieWonder's greatesthits

("Superstition," "Sir Duke," "Living for the
City") are guaranteed to make you ready to
jumpright back intoany economicsproblem
sets or dense philosophicaltexts.
Ifrandom retro songsdon't give you a sufficient boost, why not try rocking your way
back in themood? I like The Strokes and The
Yeah Yeah Yeahs, but who am I to tell you
what's best for you? All I'm saying is that if
you're lookingfor a study-breakpick-me-up,
turn to your iTunes for a refreshing change
of mood instead of another Monster energy
drink. It's betterfor the heart and soul.

When didBostonbecame a for-

shown disgust andbands are starting to avoid the peelinglead-paint
R.1., and Burlington, Vt? "You're wallsof the aging theater. Located
kidding, right?" should be your in the Theater District, The Roxy
response, but without a flagship has thepotential to be a solidvenue,
concert venue, this city has suffered with its crisp sound and a spacious
a live-music drought as more and floor, but it struggles to adapt to
morebands skip Beantown on their the grungier concert crowd as it
wintertours.
prefers to operate as a dance club
There is always the TD on most nights. Closer to home,
Banknorth Garden, the impersonal the ParadiseRock Club is a unique
king of caverns, but unless your room that lives and breathes live
band has gone platinum at some music, but with a capacity of only
point, this is an unlikely option.A 650, it is often overlookedby midfew blocks away is the Orpheum levelbands thatfavor the far more
Theatre, which is probably as old spacious Lupos in Providence,
as the city itself and holds 2700 The Higher Ground in Burlington,
patrons, rather uncomfortably I or simply skip New England all
must say. With its early curfew, together. There are so many more
abrasive security, and heinous venuesto mention, includingHarpalcohol restrictions, the fans have ers Ferry andThe Middle East, but

Off the Record

gottenpit stop betweenProvidence,

with Jeff Wallace

none are large enough to alleviate
theproblem on their own.
The Avalon Ballroom, the king
of the Lansdowne Street strip, is
responsible for this drought. But
TheAvalonis alsothe onlyconcert
venue that can save this city. Last
fall, the 2000 person-capacitynight
club closed its doors to undergo a
$14 million renovation. The existing club will be joinedwith neighboring club Axis to form a premier
concert venue. Just recently, owner
Patrick Lyons sold the venue to
music giant House of Blues. The
new 2500-person concert hall will
donthe popularHouseofBlues tag,
whichis owned by Live Nation and
operates 10 venuesnationwide,all
ofwhich bring in a widerange of
notableartists.

This move also helps to ease
suspicions ofTheAvalon complex
returning back to its dance club
ways ofrecent years. All too often,
shows would be cut short to give
way to the club crowd, and rightfully so, considering this crowd is
more likely to spend heavily. Also,
among music fans, The Avalon has
been known for employinga highly
unreasonable security staff. This
may be attributed to the diverse
gap between the concert crowd
and theclub crowd, which can vary
drasticallyfrom night to night. Now
that the venue has one focus, both
the artists and fans will benefit.
Luckily for us, the Boston House
of Blues, which is expected to be
ready within the year, will end this
live-music drought.

Animal tricks entertain in Paradise
By Michaela O'Brien
For the Heights
Psych-rock emerged in Boston on Saturday on stage at
the Paradise Rock Club from
the five-piece Welsh band, The
Super Furry Animals. It was an
excellent show, jam-packedfrom
front to back with greatvibes and
dedicated late '90s fans.
Their progressive history is
reminiscent of Radiohead's style
with elements similar to spacy
Frank Zappa. Known for stage
theatrics like riding golf carts,
Super Furry Animal's vocalist
Gruff Rhys donned a red Power
Rangers helmet, which did not

surprise. This is not to sayshenanigansoutdidmusical quality,though
they did display more power-pop
features than in past recordings.
During 2006, the band signed
to Rough Trade Records and subsequently laid the tracks for the
August 2007 release of Hey Venus! Melodic tunes flowed from
this record and into the audience,
soothing head-boppers to songs
like "ShowYour Hand" and"RunAway." They did not completely
shy awayfrom past rocking tunes,
however, like "The Man Don't
Give a F?," a single release from
1996 that samples Steely Dan's
"ShowbizKids." For a first listen,

Single

"(Drawing) Rings Around the
World" will surely get you with a
great mixture oftalentedmusicians
on the synthesizer, guitar,bass guitar, drums, and keyboard.
Sadly, as the chaos ofmy Saturday night commenced, I missed the
opening act ofTimes New Viking,
a band that maintains an awesome
sound that is all their own. I am a
huge fan ofthisband as well,whose
loud feedback sounds broken, yet
composed. This three-memberband
hailing from Ohio creates a messy
truth, which I firmly believe in.
Having only three albums - the
most recent, Rip It Off released
January 2008 -proves them harbin-

GO GLE
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gers of the most recent noise-rock come around. Check out their re-

bands. Though I did not get to see cent trip to Boston College'sradio
Times New Viking at the Paradise, station by visiting WZBC's blog;
1 definitely will the next time they it's worth it. B+

Video

Single

"Conquest"

Danity Kane
"Damaged"

Warner Bros.

Bad Boy Records

White Stripes

IMAGES

Video
Kanye West
"Flashing Lights"

Sheryl Crow
"Shine Over
Babylon"

Dir.

Dir.

The White Stripes' sixth studio effort
Icky Thump still dominates the airwaves,
mainly due to JackWhites's intuitivehooks.
In "Conquest," the album's third single,
White plays matador and leads a Spanish
Village stomp with heavy doses of fuzz
offset by his piercing howl. As usual, Meg
White's simplistic thrashing leaves plenty
ofopen space for brother Jack to transcend
octaves via whammy pedal and battle the
occasionalsurge of horns. B+

From the moment that you hearthefirst
electro beat of this Rihanna-esque R&B
track, you know that its future not only
calls it to be an instant club staple but also
a top-10 single. While it is not an instant
classic, it serves its duty, giving platinumselling Kane what it wants - a chance to
establish itself as an international pop
group. With a catchy hook and stronger
vocals than before, this is a promising first
sophomoresingle for a group thathas defied all industry odds. B+

The song sounds like any other Sheryl
Crow song on the surface - a weary female
voice melodicallyspeaking overa simple
acoustic guitar riff. But when paired with
the music video, "Shine Over Babylon"
becomes sheerbrilliance. Comparedwith
the volatile age of the 19605, musical activism is at an all-time low. Sheryl Crow
looks to change that in this video, walking among a sea of headlines, all dealing
with hot topics such as the Iraq war and
AIDS. A-

Kanye West is known for his outrageously creative videos. His latest album,
Graduation, has brought his fans some of
the best - like the futuristic world of neon
lights in "Stronger," a VMA winner. But
his latest effort does not meet those same
groundbreaking standards. In the roughly
two-minutevideofor West's newest single
"FlashingLights," a typical video vixen is
shown stripping down to herunderwearand
killing the rapper with a shovel. Come on
Kanye, you can do betterthan that. C
ALL ALBUM COVER PHOTOS COURTESY OF AMAZON.COM
the
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to see it? "The director's a man," Ricci said. "And he identified very much with Penelope, and I think he did because,
you know, he had always felt like a bit of an outsider, like
the things that he was good at were not the same as every-

Cinderella
Average
Your
Hot

fh
By Joseph Neese
Arts & Review Editor

On

Friday, Feb. 8, former child actress
Christina Ricci participated in an afternoon nationwide press conference to
talk about her latest film, Penelope - a
contemporary fairytale shot in London in
January of 2006. The plot of the film centers around a girl
of the same name who must triumph over her family curse,
under which she was born with a pig's nose. In order to free
herself, she must find one of her own to love her. Locked
in her home for 25 years as her family unsuccessfully tries
6-7

the
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to find suitors, Penelope finally decides to break free and
discover the world outside, unlocking her own potential.
Ricci, a young character actress, is famous for her eclectic
roles such as Wednesday in TheAddams Family, depression

very smart to inject a nontraditional engine in the traditional
structure of the fairytale narrative, the result of which was
non-patronizing. The viewer expects Penelope's Prince
Charming to come and save her at the end, but he doesn't.
victim Elizabeth Wurtzel in Prozac Nation, Selby, real-life Theresult is a powerful tale about individualism and the path
lesbian partner ofprostitute and serialkiller Aileen Wuornos to self-acceptance in a world that has come to value vanity in
in Monster, and Rae, a sexual abuse victim in Black Snake its attempt to homogenize the entire human race.
Moan. So what is it that made her choose this film? Ricci
"I think I can relate to the reason the writer used somewas tired of all the dramatic fare; she said, "When I finished thing so extreme is a way of sort of showing that you can take
Black Snake Moan, I was sort of like really all cried out. I something that is an insecurity that only you have and no one
had a very hard time producing tears after that movie."
else in the world has and blow it up to the point where you
In reality, it was the originality of writer Leslie Caveny's might as well be deformed because you have put suchrestricscript that caught her attention. Ricci felt that Caveny was tions on yourself And that's actually my problem is that

.

.

/

\

I have an insecurity about my personality, which has been
very daunting in the past," Ricci said about her choice.
In this individualistic theme, Ricci found a strong voice
for women, something that she claims to take very seriously
these days when considering roles. Reese Witherspoon,
who was executive producer of the film, and her producing partner were the ones who offered Ricci the role. Ricci
spoke to her shared values with Witherspoon. "She and I

have always talked about women's issues," she said. "She
was telling me that once you have children, you really start
to see the negative images out there in the world, especially
for little girls."
So if Penelope is a feminist film, why should men bother

body else."
But for Ricci, part of the attraction also involved the
cast that she worked with, including James McAvoy, an
actor whose work she had fallen in love with after watching him in The Chronicles ofNarnia: The Lion, the Witch,
and the Wardrobe. "James is lovely," she gushed. "I think
he was very -1 think that when you meet him, you can tell
he's a really sincere and kind man. And I think that that's
just, you know, a great, great invaluable quality to have in
anybody."
In addition to McAvoy, Ricci hadthe opportunity to work
with legendary actress and comedian Catherine O'Hara, of
Second City and Home Alone fame. Ricci confessed that
sinceher childhood, O'Hara had always been an idol of hers.
One of her favorite memories from the shoot was when she
and director Mark Palansky hadthe opportunity to sit down
with O'Hara, confessing their love and admiration for her.
O'Haraturned outto be more gracious than Ricci ever would
have imagined, giving her a very special acting lesson.
Ricci reflected on this moment, saying, "I started to talk
about how her 'drunk' is the best drunkI've ever seen in my
life. And she actually was gracious enough and, you know,
such a great person that she actually walked us through how
she created her drunk and started sort of encouraging us and
telling us how we couldbe more improvisational and create,
like, our own kind 0f... drunks."
Production wasn't always that glamorous for Ricci,
however, as her role required her to don a pig's snout. The
cosmetic makeup involvedtook one and a half hours to apply every time that Penelope's nose had to be seen, as well
as an additional trip to hair and makeup, where traditional
beauty makeup was applied over her nose.
"I had a rule that I couldn't think about or touch or acknowledge how irritating the nose was until four hours
before we were going to wrap because T knew if I acknowledged it early on in the day I would - it would drive me
crazy all day long. And it's not to say that there was any
reason why it was particularly uncomfortable. It's just it's
never that comfortable to have something glued to your
face," she said.
Luckily, however, every time Penelope wore a scarf in the
movie to concealher nose, Ricci would not have to wear the
makeup. While she did not love her nose, it did provide her
with some quirky memories; "Sometimes I would forget it
was on and we would be on a shoot in London and I was
like oh well, there's a Starbucks right aroundthe corner, why
don't we just go there andthen I would remember halfway
out the door that, you know, I had this thing on my face,"
Ricci said.
So, in the end, does Ricci herself believe that it is possible
for a girl with a pig's snout to find true love? She replied, "I
don'tknow. I mean there's someone for everyone, right?"
the
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Wes Anderson creates a heap

of trouble

Chase Kinser
Heights Staff

By

Wes Anderson (not to be confused with Paul ThomasAnderson) movies almost constitute
their own genre. They are all family-oriented and they deal with really, really weird people
who get themselves in very unusual situations. The DarjeelingLimited is not much different
from his previous films, Rushmore, The Royal Tenenbaums, and The Life Aquatic.
With a very similar feel to that oflast year's LittleMiss Sunshine, The DarjeelingLimited
stars three quirky brothers who are traveling on a spiritual journeyin India and are also trying
to reunite with their mother.Francis (Owen Wilson) is the oldest and the decisionmaker of
the group. He is very controlling, and he invited both his brothers on this "spiritual journey"
to India without eventellingthem that the true purpose was to find theirmother. Peter (Adrian
Brody) is the quiet, yet not reserved middlechild who seems to possess all of his deceased
father's collections. Peter also does strange things, like buying a poisonous snake at a bazaar.
Jack(Jason Schwartzman)is the youngest and probably most disturbed ofthe group.He tries
to have a relationshipwith the train attendant, and succeeds in at least hooking up.
All three of these guys have serious problems, and when they are all together, they create a
trio of trouble. They getkicked off theirtrain, appropriatelynamed "The Darjeeling Limited,"
because it limitedthe brothers' relationshipin the film. Each oftheir individual characteristics
is a pet peeve for the other two, yet they have some traits in common. They love to smoke
cigarettes, drinkbottles of painkillers and cough syrup, and they like to do a ritual with peacock
feathers. They seem to fit together pretty well as brothers; they despise each other immensely,
yet they also care about each other.
Anderson is very good at creating unique characters that have a series of complications
and problems, but he is never very goodat actuallytelling a story. He usuallyhas a few events
happen and he relies on his characters to provide the entertainment and drive the action in
the story. This methodworks and he makes a good film, but that does not take away from the
strange nature of the film, which creates more shock than entertainment. The film is funny
because the characters are so crazy, but it does not provide the constant laughter that most
good comedieshave.
The DVD is nothing special and doesn'tinclude anything good in its special features. It
doesinclude the 13-minute shortfilmAnderson madethat servesas a prequelto thefilm. This
short film centers around Peter and his girlfriend (Natalie Portman) in a hotel room before
Peter meets his brothers in India. B

DVDs
1. Into the Wild
2. Things We Lost in the Fire
3. Mr. Magorium 's Wonder...
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Like many critical Hollywood observers, I view the Oscars with a mix

of trepidationand disdain, finished off
with a stirring of "duh!" Gone are the
days of youth when I knew that, next
to a thumb up from Ebert, an Academy
Award was themark of a Good Movie.
Back then, it was "No Oscar nomination? No good."
This, of course, is no longer (and
never was) the case. The Academy's
choices parallel thepopular imagination ofwhat deservesacclaim Juno
trumping Once, case in point (I
promiseI'll stop using this example).
It's not that the Academy really makes
"mistakes," because that implies there
was a temporary error in their judgment (rather than an intricate interconnection ofpolitical and economic
influences on corporate Hollywood
studios). Crash's Best Picture win
wasn't a "mistake," it just reflected
poor taste (or a well-connected and
popular writer-directorand a hugely
popular and well-connectedensemble
cast).
Now that the 80th showcasing of
botoxed50-year-olds and outfits that
gross more moneythan most Third
World governments has passed, most
conversations since, as expected, have
been less about "I can't believe Marion
Cotillardwon!" and more about "1
can't believe Marion Cotillard's
dress!"
Yes, people, big news:
The Oscars aren't about
the award; they're
about the showcase.
(Like, who knew,
right? Someone call 60
Minutes. Better yet, call

Oprah.)

New This Week
Movies
/. \u25ba The OtherBoleyn Girl
2. Semi-Pro
3. Penelope

Oscar ramblings
(and Jon Stewart)

\u25baNatalie Portman andScar-

lett Johansson play

two

competitive sisters vying for
the affections of the King of
England - portrayed by the
sexy Eric Bana. The film is
based on the best-selling
bookof the same name, written by Philippa Gregory.

This is hardly a
dismissalof the show,
which we all
know and watch,
and eat up and J
quantify our
tastes by, and

sometimes

,

can't help
but consider
the Final

Word on movie-worldjudgment.And
anyfilmmaker or actor or writerwho
pretends thatreceiving an Oscar isn't
"all that" is either lying or Marlon
Brando (or Roman Polanski fearing
incarceration).Even Martin Scorcese,
one of the greatest American directors
still working today (and with a far more
impressivehistory ofworkthan the majority Golden Statue-brandeddirectors
- sorry, Ron Howard), was judgedby
the mainstreamfor having not received
the coveted award. So I can't deny that
the awards mean "a lot," but for what
reason do they? Scorcese didn't win
for RagingBull, Goodfellas, or Taxi
Driver - he won for The Departed,
a great flick, but nowhere near his
best - so what does this say about the
Academy? They might not throwaway,
but they certainly hand away, to make
themselvesfeel betterabout anypeers
they've overlooked.
Some more ofmy "Dull!"
thoughts: After such an unusually
substantial and acclaimedyear for film,
the ludicrousness of the Awards stands
out evenmore. The Oscar nominations
didn't changemy opinion of the horribly overlooked Into the Wild or Before
the DevilKnows You 're Dead-the
latter, so effortlessly bleary, depressed,
and accurate, that it almost makes you
laugh at the tragedy of it. It was abrilliant film, in a mostly brilliant year, so
much so that by the Sunday ceremony
I didn't evencare thatmuch who won.
We allknow how great No Country
for OldMen is, and like the film's
seemingly expressionless directors,
i we didn'tneed a bunch of tuxes and
diamonds telling us that.
i What we also didn't need:
Jonah Hill anywhere near the
microphone.
What we did need: Jon
Stewart. I don't care if he kept it
reined in this time - his bringing Marketa Irglova
(the Once winner
for Best Original
Song) back out
after she had
been deprived
k ofhermicrophone time
i was thereal
\ winner.

+Food & Drink
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By

Jeff Wallace

Asst. Arts & Review Editor

Joshua Tree is consideredby many
to be U2's crowning achievement.

The trendy Allston bar that shares the
same name - and is not in any way
associated with the band - falls far short
of expectations.First off, the line at the
door cannot be ignored, as it generally
stretches downCommonwealthAvenue
and sometimes approaches the length
of a football field. In my visits to other
area bars, the long line has often grabbed
my curiosity, evenas someone who
hates lines. On a typical Thursday night, which is always the best night to give up
singing the Mary Ann's blues and hop on the B line for an adventure, the incredibl)
spacious Joshua Tree will be packed - filled mostly by students from our Comm.
Aye rival who are able to produce convincing identification. On the downside,
arriving after 10p.m. - a must for any devoutpre-gamer- will guaranteea long
(and sobering) stay in line. On the upside, $2 Coors Lightpints willprovide the
economistwith justificationto leave campus early.
Once inside the majestic doors, the high ceilings and open space will allow for
many opportunities to view one of the mammothprojection screens, which, true to
JoshuaTree's sports-bar roots, capture a wide variety ofaction. But as more and
more bodies filed in at an alarming rate, the friendly sports atmospherequickly
became an afterthought as the stale beats of a typical club playlist surged into
prominence. Even at capacity, thebartenders workedswiftly to make sure no one
went thirsty, while servers reached the more docile seatedcrowd.
There is also a more lounge-like downstairs
at Joshua Tree with a spacious dancefloor
/Joshua Tree
A
and a bar ofits own. Ironically, there was
1316 Commonwealth Aye.
a lengthy line to become part of these
Allston,MAo2l34
festivities - perhaps another ingenious trickby
i (617)566-6699
>
management to promote exclusivity. Sports bar
by day, borderlineclub by night, JoshuaTree
is conveniently locatedand has the potential to be a great bar, but with business
booming, it is unlikely that it will change anytime soon. B-
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RECIP

Spring break is here. While not all of you will be
to travel abroad and layout and get tan on a warm, sunny
beach, there's no reason that the fun cannot be brought to
you in your very own kitchen. Warm up your evening with
a slice directly out of the oven.
2 eggs

2 cups of milk

IMAGES

GO GLE

OF

COURTESY

Efet

1 tsp. vanilla flavoring
1/4 cup sugar, separated from other sugar
Brown the 1/4 cup ofstf{far in a pan with two spoonfuls
of water until it is the color of caramel. In anotherpan, heat
the milk. Mix the eggs with the 1/3 cup of sugar, and add the
mixture to the milk, mixing well. Add the vanilla, pouring it
over the caramelized sugar. Set a larger pan with two to three
inches of hot water in the oven at 350 degrees. Put the other
pan inside of the water and bake it for about an hour.

FLIKR.COM
COURTESY
OF

PHOT

Poor service tarnishes delicious dishes
By

Anne Muscarella

Heights

Staff

My family was coming into town, and I was searching for a simple, Italian Sunday
night dinner. A friend recommendedEuno, located in Boston's North End. The meal was
a disasterfrom beginning to end; the only redeeming quality of the eveningwas five
interesting and flavorful entrees.
When we arrived at the restaurant (6:30 on a Sunday night), it was not at all crowded.
The upstairs had a few tablesof diners, but we requested to be seated in the basement
(having heard it was a nicer setting). The wine cellar, as it was called, could have been
cozy, as it was dimly lit with brick walls and dark woodfurniture, if only the heat were on.
We were seated near a drafty cellar doorand the large stone fireplace was not lit. When we
asked the staffif they wouldn'tmind lighting it, they claimed they didn'tknow how.
It became clear very quickly that the wait staff was poorlytrained and undermanned,
with only one waiter, a bus person, and a manager on duty. It took more than 15 minutes
for the waiterto even greet us and take drink orders. It also seemed to be a trainingnight,
because the manager was constantlypulling his staffaside to give instructions.
An hour into our dining experience we finally received our salads. 1 had the Caesar,
which was too strong for my liking. My mother enjoyed the arugula salad, which was much
lighter. Chilled to the bone and not getting the service we needed from the wait staff, we
requested to be moved upstairs before our entrees arrived.
At least the upstairs diningroom was a little warmer and close enoughto flag down
the waiter more readily. We sat at a nice table by the window.When our entrees were
finally served, they came out in twophases, abouteight minutes apart. The taste of the
food managed to distract us from the abysmal service. Each dish we ordered - from classic
pesto pasta and veal parmesan to a more unique mushroom gnocchi and penne vodka with
asparagus - was warm, rich, and flavorful. The pasta tastedfresh and homemade, and the
accompanying savory sauces made us forget the poor treatment long enoughfor us to enjoy
ourselves.
But we continued to have to ask for every amenity, from refills of water and bread to
parmesan cheese; the waitstaff simply could not get ittogether.
We debated whether to stay for dessert or to head elsewhere. But when we heard they
had cannolis, we decided to stay; how long could dessertand coffee possibly take? If we
had learned anything from our experience, we wouldhave known this was abig mistake. It
took20 minutes for them to come out with two cannolis and decaf coffees all around. The
coffee was good, but the cannolis were a disappointment.The shells were fresh and crisp,
but the filling lacked sweetness and flavor.
Mid-dessert, we askedfor the check so that at the end we could make a beelinefor
the door. Two and a halfhours after our arrival, we left Euno exhausted, cold, and with
headaches. I would neverrecommend a restaurant with this level ofservice to anyone, no
matter how delicious the food was. Euno has prime North End real estate and the authentic
Italian cuisine down pat; if onlythey could get service to match. D+
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1 Tranquilizes

PuzzLiS By Michael Mepham
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6 Ike's initials
look?

14 Circa
15 Dallas
commodity
16 Pay tribute to
17 Feel
18 oneGabor
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Rigid bracelets
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winds

Age-old rumors

Castle defender
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31 Freudian
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36 Most passe

38 Silver services
43 Bart Simpson's
mom
45 Inexpensive
46 Allergic reaction
50 Forest
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53 Beautify
55 Doctor of

music?
57 Swagger
58 Shrinking
flowers?
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65 Journalist
Shriver

Sudoku Answers See Page 11
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Happening
Drop a fly, e.g.
Top spots

Takes five
70 Meat cut

71 Approaches
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6 Bucks' mates
7 Fourth of
MMXVI
8 Went into detail
9 Knee-ankle

.
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Shooter! ¥ 1 thought we
wprp
wcic ffftnna
guima

10 Two-way switch
11 Computer type
12 Cesar or

be friends!

George

13 Expunges
21 USAF grp.
23 Without help
25 Be the right size
26 Wife s address
27 Mare's morsel
28 Southern

Turn t v & xx
for the answers.

I

Religion" group

35 U.S. def. group
37 Made logs
39 Sneaker do-up
40 Slippery fish
41 Chasing game
42 Hot tub
44 Acquired

Anderson
4 Sweet wine
5 Pewter mug

and ideas to irishpmbcheights.coni
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3 Actress
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62 Two-wheelers
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34 Laurel and

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9
grid. In each row there are 9 slots, some ofwhich
are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain
the numbers 1 to 9. You must follow these rules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3
box
The number should appear only once on row,
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"Bob's just finishing the last chapter
of his unauthorized autobiography."
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"We were just toying with the idea of going
to see a movie. Can you come back
in about three minutes?"
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Contact Info
Email:
chuapaya@bcheights.com
About Me: Claudia Huapaya is a staff columnist for The Heights. She welcomes
comments and suggestions for new drinks.
Drink Up!: what a week it has been for the rising seniors. Oh, the beauty of the housing lottery. For
those of you that got a Mod, we salute you. For those unfortunate juniors who are doomed to
View More Photos of Me (262)
Edmond's, we wish you luck. In honor of the mixed emotions, the anger at the Mods' will, the
Edit My Profile
disappointment of a four-man, or your jubilation at going from Newton, to Coßo, to off campus, to
\u25ba Photos (17 Albums)
Edmond's, I give you ResLife.
\u25ba Notes (11)
This drink is guaranteed to rock you, just like ResLife. It tastes so good, you'll think you're fine,
\u25ba Groups
but at the last second, it'll be like a kick in the face - yes! To the underclassman we barely know
\u25bc This Week's Drink
and love, Godspeed. Enjoy your spring break and make the most of it because the eight-man
lottery has been known to tear apart friendships. Celebrate the things you have while you still
ResLife
havethem.
Though I maybe bitter, this drink is not. It's practically fruit punch and as potent as jungle juice.
1/2 ounce amaretto 1/2oz. Southern
Comfort
You'll need a stocked bar for this one but I'm sure you could put the leftover liquor to good use.
1/2 oz. gin
1/2 oz. melon liqueur 1/2oz. vodka
Grab your Collins out of the fridge and fill with pineapple juice. Mix all other ingredients in a
1/2oz. grenadine
1/2 oz. raspberry
shaker with ice and pour into the glass. Garnish with the orange slice and cherries, beautiful.
liqueur
2 oz. pineapple
If you want another drink, too bad. You will take what ResLife gives you and you will like it or you
juice
1/2 oz. white rum
gooff (campus) on your own. This drink is dedicated to thosewho drink in celebration of the
can
2 cherries
1/2 oz. tequila
best housing, those who drink in trepidation of mediocre housing, and those who drink to forget
1 slice of orange
1/2 oz. triple sec
the sorrows of the worst of housing. Drink up!
\u25bc The Wall
Displaying 1 of 1,366 wall posts.

Write Something | See All

What To Wear (BC) wrote:
An Oscar Special with Brynne Lee and Tue Tran
Brynne: Was Jennifer Hudson getting ready for bed? The white dress,
resembling a grandmother's nightgown,
had horriblesnakeskin detailing. She
must have been trying to keep from
getting hot, because the sides of her
dress were cut out. Too bad for Roberto
Cavalli, it's a shame he has to claim this

one as his.

was classy but was still a step outside
of the usual.

It was way more than just a step
outside of the usual - it was abnormal.
She looked flat, but the back was
worse, causing ripples by her butt
where it stretched. The color was bland
for what should be the biggest night in
T:

Hollywood.

Tue: I have to agree. And the uni-boob
just put it over the top.
My worst dressed was Rebecca Miller in
a disgrace that no one wants to claim. It
looked like she had leftover Christmas
bows. But who would want to open that
present with zebra shoes?

V

f

1

B: What was that Claire's cheap-looking
piece of plastic in the middleof her
chest? The iridescenceof the lower
part of the dress gave off such a glare I
couldn't look.

The best dressed was Kelly Preston,
glowing in her Roberto Cava 11i gown. A
strapless, golden number, her dress
was perfectly glamorous. It was a safe
choice, but better safe than Jennifer
Hudson.

CHRIS PIZELLO \ AP PHOTO

KEVORK DJANSEZIAN \ AP PHOTO

CHRIS CARISON \ AP PHOTO

KEVORK DJANSEZIAN\ AP PHOTO

B: Oh, she was glowing all right. Who
wouldn'thave been glowing in that disgusting orange of a color? Even though
the shape of the dress was elegant,
it looked like a dandelion growing in
my backyard no wait, that was Kelly
Preston at the Oscars.

...

B&T: Our dishonorable mention for
worst dressed: "Don't get a pretty dress,
get Glad," says Tilda Swinton, in her
sleeveless garbage bag.
E-MAIL

NEESE@BCHEIGHTS.COM

B: Cameron Diaz, by far, wins the best
dressedfor the Oscars. The creamcolored dress by Christian Dior was not
onlyflattering, but the multiple layers
and tiersadded to its volume. The dress

B&T: Now let'stalk about honorable
mentionfor best dressed: Heidi Klum
with her red dress was extremely
glamorous. Heidi, you're in, just leave
out the neck wrap.
Thank goodness the writer'sstrike
ended,or the fashion world would have
taken a hit from a non-existent red
carpet.

